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MAIL ARTICLES.
This year has been niore than usually
ages, with the alphabetic characters written
The New Bedford Mercury observes, res
pecting the late disastrous earthquakes in
on the cliffs, as plainly show that other ra fatal to the moose deer. The Lorette Indi
Recovery of Stolen Property.—Soon af Chili
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
ces of men have existed and passed away ! ans have killed about thirty this spring, and ter the sailing of Mr. Livingston, Minister
Several weeks previous to the first shock
JAMES K. REMICH.
And what a world, says Mr. Flint, must probably an equal number has been killed
to France, in the summer of 1833, his dwel of the late destructive earthquake at Concep
Officeon theMain-Street,—oppositetijeMeeling-House. that have been, when the mammoth and the by other hunters. The deep falls of snow,
ling-house at Red Hook was broken open, tion, two large volcanoes burst out on the
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
megolonyx trod the plains, and monstrous and the prolonged frosts of the spring which
southern ridges of the range of mountains
Two dollars per annum, If paid within the year.— lizards, whose bones are now rescued from form a crust on its surface, afford a very fa and property to the amount of $2,000 sto
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
len. No tidings were heard of the proper known by the name of the “ Cordilleras,” and
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No the soil, and which must have been, at vorable condition of things for this descrip ty till a short time since when the goods ofa at the last accounts continued to emit large
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub least, eighty feet in length, reared their heads tion of deer hunting, which is probably pe
| volumes of smoke and lava, to the terror of
young man by the name of Moore, who had > tbe inhabitants ofthe neighboring provinces.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
culiar to North America. The Moose has
The publisher does not hold himself responsible fbr from the rivers and the lakes.
found it necessary to abscond for malprac
We yesterday perused a letter from Capt.
The mighty remains of the past, to which a close hoof, not spreading like that of the
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
tices, were taken on an execution ; among Paul Delano, dated Talcahuana, giving the
charged for its insertion.
we have alluded, indicate the existence of Rein Deer : it consequently sinks to the j
which were found packed in boxes, most of particulars of the destruction of that place.
In the fall, the
three distinct races of men, previous to the ground at every footstep.
the stolen property.
Moore subsequently We find no facts ofimportance in addition to
miscellaneous
arrival of ¡he existing white settlers. The brood choose their beat where the shoots of
came to this city, and dashed away at Love those published recently. The destruction
monuments of the first or primitive race, their favorite trees are most abundant, and
of towns and villages extended sixty miles in
Visit to an Indian Mound.—The follow are regular stone walls, wells stoned up, treading the snow at each fall, they manage joy’s hotel, under the assumed nameofCapt. the interior.
SlIINGLEsT^
ing interesting particulars are from the Ports brick hearths, found in digging the Louis topass the winter if undisturbed. The par Patterson. Finding that his tricks were dis
’INE & SPRUCE SHING
le by
mouth Journal, received at that place by Dr. ville canal, medals of copper and splver, ties who seek them, first find their beat, and covered, and that the officers were in pur
Another Great Fire.—An extensive fire oc
JAMES & ISAAC log
Burkee, from his brother, dated at Jackson swords and other implements of iron. Mr. if the crust and snow are favorable, they suit of him, be bent bis way south, and curred on Monday morning, opposite St*
>k, May 15.
reached Reading, under the name of Chaun Patrick’s Cathedral, in the centre of the square
ville, East Florida, in June last
Flint assures us that he has seen these, start the deer and pursue them on snow
A few days since, I took with me two strange and ancient swords. H« has also shoes. The exceedingly timid animal, first cey Ludlow, where he was arrested, and formed on Prince, Mott, Houston and Eliza
HAISE FOr'sIle?'
beth streets. It commenced at 3 o’clock, and
iyoung slaves, furnished by a friend, for the examined a small iron shoe, like a horse rushing off with a bold and strortg full speed, sent to Duchess County prison.
hand Chaise will be sohhti
before 6 about five and twenty houses were
N.
Y.
Advertiser.
purpose
of
visit
ing
an
ancient
Indian
Mound
or exchanged: fora good W,
shoe, encrtisted with the rust of ages, and soon flags, and a couple of miles, or rather
brined to the ground. There was one bricU
on the St. John’s river, twelve miles below found far below the soil ; and a copper axe more, according to the state of the snow,
>nto
MILLER &HA1
Snug Stowage.— Constable Lancey who house among tbefn, and the others
835.
Jacksonville. It stands on a conical bluff weighing about two lbs., singularly temper brings up its pursuers to despatch him with
has been engaged in taking the census on on the streets were either two story brick
fifty-feet high, and containing about twoa- ed and of peculiar construction.
These the gun, or to cut the sinews of his hind the west side of the stream in this city, in fronts or frame buildings. Those in the rear
at sea, on Tuesday last,,,
rres, skirted on the east by the river.
The relics he thinks, must have belonged to a legs with the tomahawk.
Its senses of forms us that he has frequently found four were of wood, and the whole space was cov
eagues from KennebunU
ered bv a dense mass of buildings.
mound is circular,—covering one third of an rare of civilized men, who must have disap smelling and hearing are exceedingly acute,
, with four Oars and a plaice,
and five families occupying one house and
N. Y. Com. Adv.
acre, and rising like a dome from the bluff peared many centuries ago.
hich the owner can havebyr
To this race, and it is almost impossible to surprize it, several of these giving the names of many
to
the
height
of
forty-feet,
so
that
the
summit
r and paying charges, on a
he attributes the hieroglyphic characters but it easily thus falls overpowered by its boarders. The fact is, dwelling-houses are
Melancholy Occurrence.—On Sunday last,
ofthe mound cannot be much short of one found on the limestone bluffs, the remains of own struggles, claiming the pity of its pur
AMOS BRAGDC
as Mr. Pomroy was riding into the water in
scarce
with
us
and
our
capitalists
would
do
nk, May 14,1835.
hundred feet from the river. It is thickly citiesand fortifications in Florida, and the suer with a submisson so unresisting, that it
well to turn a little more of their attention Epping, he was thrown from his horse and
covered with trees and shrubbery from the regular barks of ancient live oaks set near sometimes draws a tear even from the sav
drowned—Mr. Pomroy was attached to the
to the erection of cheap houses.
Menagarie of Messrs. Warren Tufts & Co.
largest live oak which is an evergreen, to the them.
Quebec Gaz.
The bricks found at Louisville age.
The
li
Bangor
House
”
gave
a
list
of
bscribers, having contracts
which exhibited in that place yesterday, and
beautiful hawthorn and the aromatic myrtle, were nineteen feet below the surface, in reg
eighty-eight as the regular family, and res belonged to Virginia—the body was taken
own of Kennebunk-porijj
all of which are filled in with moss pendant ular hearths, with the coals of the last do
An
honest
rustic
went
into
the
shop
of
a
idents of the city. This makes a pretty from the water and interred as we understand
lorofcsaid town the pres«
from the branches, and imparting a dark and mestic fire upon them ! The bricks were quaker to buy a hat, for which twenty-five
large family, which, when added to their yesterday.—Exeter (JV. H.) News-Letter.
notice that they have mai
melancholy air to this mausoleum of the hard, and regular, and longer in proportion shillings was demanded. He offered twen
revisions for their support. I
transient company, for which the main part
Augusta Dam.—We are glad to hear that
dead.
rbid.all persons harboringc,;
to their width, than those of the present ty shillings. “ As I live, said the quaker, of the house is reserved, some idea may be
this projected improvement is to be carried
Thus
it
seems
that
nature
does
not
blush
the paupers of said town,®
“ I cannot afford to give it thee at that had of its importance.—Mechanic.
day.
forward,—all the stock in the dam is now’
to mourn for these children of the forest, al
ined to pay no bill for tliei
To the second race of beings are attribu price.” “ As you live !” exclaimed the coun
taken up, and- it is expected that the work
JOHN HUTCHINS,!
though they have been persecuted, despised, ted the vast mounds of earth, found through tryman, (i then live more moderately, and
Metallic Pens.—\l is but a short time I
e“immXtely%ommenced!
1. The corFRANCIS BOSTON
abused, destroyed, hunted down, and expat out the whole western region, from Lake be hang’d to you.” “ Friend,” said the Qua since metallic pens were introduced into gen- ; poration is divided into 3000 shares, and these
nk-port, April 21,1835.
riated by the .all-conquering genius of civili Erie and West Pennsylvania to Florida and ker, “ thou shalt have the hat for nothing— eral use. But the demand for them is now shares have sold as high as 42 dollars
zation.
About one fourth ofthe bluff and the Rocky Mountains. Some of them con my trick was never found out till now.”
astonishingly great and is every day increas- apiece in Boston. The estimated expense of
mound has been undermined and washed tain skeletons of human beings and display
ing. It- is computed that the quantity of tke dam is 35,000 dollars,—it will probably
k
HIS beautifal and j
away by the constant friction and dashing of immense labor. Many of them are of regu
fifty thousand. It is to be constructBeau Nash.—Nash being once in compa steel consumed in Great Britian during^the
ough bred younjl
the river, and the time will come when the lar mathematicial figures, parallelograms, ny with some companions at Bath, observed last year in the manufacture of pens amount ed of granite laid in lime mortar and Roman
® Horse, is of an elegai!
whole pile will be completely submerged be elipses, and sections of circles, shewing the a young lady sitting near, who was just ed to one hundred and twenty tons !—each cement, 13 feet high and a hundred and twen
Chesnut color, willri
neath the water. On the side adjacent to remains of gateways, and subterranean pas from the country, and thinking to have ton producing 1,900,000 pens; making a ty-five feet thick.—-Hallowell Free-Press.
tail and legs, both hind fee
the water human skulls, trunks and limbs of sages. Some of them are eighty feet in sport, proposed to quiz her, he accordingly total amount of 227,000,000.
i below the pastern joint
It was stated a few days since, that Wm.
5 old m Jerne last; 15 hands
all sizes, from the helpless infant to the strong height, and have trees grown on them appa approached and addressed her as follows,
Gwynn Jones, late editor of the Baltimore
t share of bone and muscle
warrior who once gloried in his prowess-, may rently of the age of five hundred years. 11 so my buxom lass, you have just arri
Valuable Documents.—The American Gazette, who was arrested on a charge of
-as the unrivalled horse Am
be seen projectingout in a horizontal posi They are generally of a soil, different from ved ?” Yes,” was the reply.
Well, you Antiquarian Society has just received a set, purloining letters from the Post Office, had
at was sold the last season,
tion, and supporting the superincumbent that which surrounds them, and they are read much, no doubt, in the country, and es consisting of 52 vols. Imperial Folio, of the been admitted to bail, and had fled to South
>ars, for $10,000, and now
A rnerica. A correspondent of the Atlas states
earth.
most common in situations where it since pecially your bible ?” “ We do read that Ancient Records of the English Govern
ie County, Virginia, forth
that he is still in jail, and that “ all the evils
Many
of
the
bones
were
in
a
good
state
of
ment,
recently
printed,
in
a
style
of
the
100 the season. His Dam1
has been found convenient to build towns book sometimes.” “ Well, you recollect
preservation, notwithstanding the unknown and cities. One of these mounds was level the story in it of Tobit and his dog—now,x most splendid typography, by order of Par in Pandemonium are laid to his charge.” He
tlorgan Horse. Shew,
purchased a carriage a day or two before he
centuries which have elapsed since they led in the centre of Chilicothe, and cart you can tell me what the dog’s name was?” liament. They are a present from the Brit was arrested, and intended to have been a
/a minutes and forty fives!
miles an hour, with ease;
were here deposited, and I succeeded in tra loads of human bones removed from it.
Oh yes,” replied the lady, u his name ish Government to the institution where gentleman of the first water.
I high for a brood mare, i
cing out several skeletons nearly entire with One of these mounds may be seen in Cin was N ash, and an impudent dog he was.” they are so appropriately placed. — W. Spy.
LORD CABOT ;
out difficulty. The manner in which the cinnati in which a thin circular piece of gold,
The Come/.-A letter from Vienna announces
t Mr. Gordon’s Stable in 8«
mound is formed is this
The original alloyed with copper, was found last year.
that M . Lettrow, Director of the Observatory
Wearing
Flannels.
—
As
the
genial
sun

Too
Careful.
—
A
few
days
since,
an
old
asonr ready to wait upon r;
bluff, which is composed principally of sand Another at St. Louis, called the falling gar shine of spring advances, those accustomed man called at the Bank of the United States in that city, has received from the celebrated
d low price of Seven ft!
and
clay, was excavated about filteen feel den, is pointed out to strangers as a great to wearing flannel under garments, are too and took away a bag containing a thousand English astronomer, Herschell, now residing
foal. All Mares disposed
at the Cape of Good Hope, the remarkable
in depth, and over a sufficient area to form curiosity.
dll be charged as with foal, |
Many fragments of earthen much disposed to lay them suddenly aside. Spanish pillared dollars, which bag and dol intelligence that Halley’s Comet, pf which so
the base of the mound. A tier ol dead bod ware, some of curious workmanship, have This is an error of great magnitude. Keep lars he deposited for safe keeping seventeen much has been said, and which is positively
HENRY RHODES,ft
ies was then arranged on the bottom, and been dug throughout this vast region ; some them on till the east wind is no longer elabo years ago. At the time the deposit was expected in August this year, will not be visirch, 1835.
covered over with a stratum of earth twelve1 represented drinking vessels, some human rated ; till the flowers are blooming in the made, the Cashier urged that he should be l-ii
j ible, ibecause it has ilong„ since changed the
undersigned having few
or fifteen inches thick ; then another layer heads, and some idols. They .all appeared fields, and a uniform atmospheric tempera allowed to loan the money on bond and i direction of its course, and now revolves in a
i a colt, do without hesitad«
i a first rate, thorough bred 11
of bodies, covered with earth in a similar to be moulded by the hand and hardened in ture is established. A multitude annually, in mortgage. But the man said he believed it different orbit. A report by the German as
^serving the patronage of lit
manner, until this alternation reached the the sun. These mounds and earthen imple the very meridian of life, are hurried to an would be safe in the vault ofthe Bank. It tronomers on this important subject is expec
Rufus Banks,
surface of the natural bluff.
Thus the ments, indicate a race inferior to the first early grave, in consequence of not under has been safe, for the old man finds his bag ted very shortly, and will be published.
.V. Y.Mer. Adv.
Stephen Littlefieii
mound continues to the distance of about which was acquainted with the use of iron. standing, or by neglecting this simple im and dollars just as he left them ; but if he
Jere. Millikin.
forty
feet
above
the
bluff,
gradually
taper

Tennessee.
—
There
is
an
unanimity, almost
had permitted the money to be used, it
The third race are the Indians, now exis portant advice.—Medical Journal.
I
ing till you reach the summit.
Over the ting in the western territories.
would have been quite as safe, and the Cash without example, in the newspaper press of
whole is a stratum of oyster shells very reg
The negro Csesar’s cure for poison, for ier remarked that he should in that case have Tennessee, on the question of the next Presi
We have never travelled far enough to
USING SUN.
ularly arranged, and about twenty inches in the west to view these mounds, or to exam discovering which the Assembly of South had fuliybtzr Mot/sanrf dollars to pay him. dency. Of the 24 papers published in that
HIS beautiful!
thickness.
The upper surface of these ine their characters, but we can easily imag Carolina purchased his freedom, and gave The old man has now screwed up his reso State, no less than twenty-two are in favor of
will stand attbe
Judge White, for that high office. Of the re
shells is covered with a layer of earth fifteen ine the feelings of the philosophic traveller, him an annuity of one hundred pounds.
ry stable of Mr. Peter!
lution and parted will) his long loved dol maining two, one at least is of quite recent
win, in Kennebunk?inches deep. Whether this last deposit of as he stands on these remains of buried a1782.— Casar’s cure for the bite of a lars at two per cent, premium.—N. Y. Jour, origin—having been got up for the occasion,
■earth was by the hand ol time or ol ftian, it ges. In the profound silence and solitude rattlesnake.—lake the roots of Plantain or of Commerce.
t season.
;
through extraneous influence, to the end that
arse was sired by the old®
is impossible to decide. The trees which of these vast regions, and above the bones Hoarhound, (in summer, roots and branches
the Heir Presumptive, or Office Holders’
II proportioned, both fa»
spread their branches over this sepulchral ofa buried world, how must he meditate together) a sufficient quantity, bruise them
A correspondent of the Portland Courier Candidate, should not be wholly without an
strength ; is ofa dark bay!
spot, and which add not a little to its an upon the transitory state of human exis in a mortar and squeeze out the juice ; of gives the following definition of some of the advocate, among the papers in the hereditary
pearance combines every fl
tique
and solemn appearance, are undoubt tence, when the only traces of the being of which give, as soon as possible, one large names given by the Indians to American di minions of the reigning monarch.
to insure handsome colls- •
edly
of
spontaneous growth. On digging a two races of men, are these strange memori spoonful ; if the patient is swollen you must rivers and lakes : u Ocmulgee—boiling,
d of horses. We const«1
The Court of Common Pleas for this
few feet into the mound, I found that every als. On the very spot where he stands, force it down his throat; this generally will bubbling water. Wetumpkah, the name of County, commenced its session on Monday
his beauty or good qrf®’
skeleton was surrounded by earth of a deep generation after generation has stood, has cure, but if he finds no relief in an hour af the falls of the Chattahooche, rolling, or last, Judge Strong presiding, and finished its
ut invite gentlemen to call*
themselves, when wear®®»
florid tinge. This was uniformly the case, lived, and warred, grown old and passed a- terwards, give another spoonful which never troubled waters. Fallulah, the name ofa labors yesterday.
A somewhat singular occurrence took
ind his appearance a suSc#
and the peculiar tint, I believe, must have way, and not only their names, but their na has failed. If the roots are dried they must fall where the water pours oyer a precipice
ion.
been derived from the iron contained in the tion, their language, their race, has perished, be moistened with a little water.
To the of some hundred feet, awful, terrible. A- place in the course ofthe session, the facts of
-Six dollars to warrants
blood, but now mixed with the silex, &c. and utter oblivion has closed over their once wound may be applied a leaf of good tobac leghany,. clear water. Ohio, most beauti which, as furnished by a gentleman of the bar,
are as follows :—
trs the season.
These dead bodies must have been ages and populous abodes !
ful of rivers. Canandagua, place of rest.
We call this country co moistened with rum.
James H. Briggs, called as a witness, de
res disposed of before W
ages accumulating, and perhaps ten times as the New’ World 1 It is the old I Age after
Schenectady, over the plain. Winnipiseo- clined taking the oath, offering to affirm. The
baling, will be considered«
many ages have passed away since the last age, and one physical revolution after anoth
Hew plan of sticking Peas.—Procure a gee, the smile of the Great spirit. Connec counsel in the case objected to his taking an
affirmation, unless the Court should be satis
•burial took place. I found here one bead er, has passed over it, but who shall tell its number of slim’poles about five feet long, ticut, long river?’
unk, May 5, 1835.___
fied that the proposed witness had conscien
made of bone half an inch long;—and an history 1—Boston Traveller.
and drive them into the ground at the dis
Important—if irj^~”OnT"fiitrTea(îers in tious sciapTes which would prevent his tak
axe of stone—the most beautiful I ever saw,
tance of three or four yards. Pass a small
ing the oath. The Court then examined
ON OF OLD SHERMAN MOM
line along the poles, taking a turn on each this city will find the following scrap highly Briggs, and were not satisfied from the exam
although similar in other respects to the
REFLECTION.
interesting.
a
^^TILLbeatthef*
within
three
inches
of
the
ground
;
raise
the
same aboriginal utensil found in many parts
Reflection is a necessary duty. We are
ination, that he had conscientious scruples
places, viz’J
To make hard water soft.—Take three! upon the subject. The Court then suspenof New England. No person, living in this all too apt to be hurried from one all engross next turn three inches, and so in succession,
Mfr 1st, 3d and 5th M
section of country, can give any account, ei ing occupation to another, from amusement till you have attained the common height to pints good ashes, boil them in about three' ded the subject until the next day, saying to
2Bjune,atYork Cour
ther historical or traditional, respecting to amusement, and from fatigue to sleep, which peas rise. The tendrils of the peas gallons of water, for the space of one hour• witness that the court would receive testimo
through Wells the !
these interesting monuments of savage life, without sufficiently meditating upon the seize and twist round these lines, and they or more, then pour the whole into a barrel ny from his acquaintance and neighbors as to
to Kennebunk, and standot
or rather I should say, of the savage dead. events of this life. Reflection, calm, cool are supported in a more attractive and a of cold water ; let it stand over night, andI his general character, habits and opinions,
which might have a tendency to show that
til Wednesday morning,
and dispassionate, daily reflection, is as ab more profitable manner than they are by it will be equal to rain-water. Some sup he was sincere in his declarations as to his
w’s, in Sanford, every W*
pose
that
a
bag
of
ashes
or
a
little
salaratus
common
stakes.
When
spread
regularly
Monuments of the Mississippi.—One of solutely essential to the mind’s health, as a
season, in the ^terno^g011J
conscientious scruples. On the next day,
the most interesting subjects which can en proper digestion of the food conveyed into along the lines, they have a fine circulation will have the same effect, let them try the! Briggs appeared, but offered no testimony
Falls, Thursdays; atb
ayes’, on Fridays, andA *
of air, more advantages from sunshine, and above and learn the difference.
of this or any other description. The court
gage the attention of the historian, the anti the stomach is to the body’s health.
then required him to take the oath, which
pods can be pulled at all times without inju
} The weir known
quarian & the naturalist, is the monumental
Jeffersonian.
The
For the Ladies. A way to make Cali• he said he should do if compelled.
ring the plants. This mode is so cheap and
nable race of horses,
remains of the past, in the valley of the Mis
; court then directed its Clerk to administer
coes
wash
well.
—
Infuse
three
gills
of
Salt
unnecessary. Perso ns ,
simple,
and
possesses
so
many
advantages,
Modesty.—The charm of modesty sur
sissippi, described by Mr. Flint, and other
his opportunity of
in four quarts of boiling water, and pul the the oath ; but the Clerk declined doing so,
The chaste and sensual that it should be generally adopted.
travellers and sojourners in the far off West. passes all beauty.
and said he should resign his office—which
be furnished with proof ’
Calico
in, while hot, and leave it till cold.
Scotsman.
are
alike
its
votaries.
Without
modesty,
By these accounts it appears that the im
’ he did, and a new clerk was forthwith apthe real, intrinsic bloo g
And
in
this
way,
the
colors
are
rendered
1 pointed and sworn by the Court.
press of the leaves of the bread fruit tree, the loveliest woman is like a flower without
exacted. Conditio s
To make a pudding very quick.—Split permanent—and will not fade by subse
Briggs then refused to take the oath;
and the bamboo, have frequently been found perfume—she may attract the eye and daz
„¡„n paidto^^^i
in peat beds, and fossil coal formations in zle the sight, but she can never charm the a few crackers, lay the surface over with quent washing. So says a lady who has; whereupon ihe Court ordered him to be im
prisoned during the session of the Court, un
raisins, and place the halves together, tie frequently made the experiment herself.
the neighborhood of the Ohio. Pebbles of sense or win the heart.
1835.
___
less during the term, he should take the oath
them
loosely
in
a
cloth,
and
boil
fifteen
min

disruption, vast masses of lead ore far from
required.—Nantucket Inq. of June 6.
LEAD’f°M1UE^Blf
Levi Lincoln, jun. has been tried at Wor
Which is our way ?—What guide must utes in milk and water. With a rich sauce
the mine, stratified rocks, earth and sands,
cester for an assault on George Folsorn, Esq.
specimens of organic and vegetable remains, we choose to arrive at felicity ?.—Imagina it is excellent.— Try it.
1835.
Death of Com. JMy.—Capt. Ashby, of the
during the late excitement in that town on
belonging toa tropical climate, clearly indi tion leads us astray—Desire runs too fast—
.Writing Books and »«"J
To make a Ruta Baga pudding.—One the subject of Temperance. After an exam sCh Eagle, arrived at New-York, from Hava
cate some important and extensive changes, Reason creeps too slow and pleasure flies
ination of witnesses, he retracted his plea of na, states, that Commodore John D. Henly,
>d and unruled, mana’
occasioned by fire or water, in the whole too quickly—Virtue can alone hold the and a half pints of pulped Ruta Baga, ('yel not guilty, and the Court fined him $10. of the U. S. sloop of war Vandalia, died a£
erior paper ;
/
low Swedish turnip) two spoonfuls ofwhea- The assault upon Mr. Folsom was in conse that place on the 23d ult. and that the V. with
great valley of the Mississippi. Then the torch to light our steps to happiness !
-Z—vario^1
)Z. Memorandums—1
ten flour, tour eggs, half a pint of milk, and quence of some remarks
JilJaino made
inauu by mill
IU*
his luuiauio
remains uii
on board,
uvuruj sailed iui
for aPensacola
uusaLUta
regular wells, the bricks, the medals, the
him re
 Hi»
qualities.
members of the the next day. Com. H. formely commanded
D. 80»
T
Application in youth makes old age com one table-spoonful of butter. Grease and flecting upon some deceased
implements of iron and copper, buried in a
by
ilem Register
* the Navy Yard at this place.—Ports. Jour,
Register..
flour the pan, and bake with a quick fire. Lincoln family .—Salem
soil which must have been undisturbed for fortable.
* Elements of Chemistry,
s Astronomy ;
J1
aval Philosophy-anew .
»metic—a new edition«
active Grammar ;
’
Speaker; Young Orate
School Dictionary :
ries of Reading Books’
”
» ’
me; Young Christian;
s ; Mother at Home.
supply of the above
ay received and for sale J
k
REM1Q
K March 16, 1835.
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emanated from an illegitimate authority. All
the other proposals have been rejected by
Don Carlos.—Election.

Execution of the Spanish Pirates.—The ex*'TIIE CASCO AND KENNEBEC CA«
ecution of five of the Spaniards who have)
~ NAL,
been for some months under sentence of, Mr. Barney, the Engineer, we understand
The
“
People's
”
Convention.
—
The
Nash

Later from Europe.—London papers of the
death in this city, for piracy on the high seas, has been in this city on official business, and
ville papers assert that no delegate was sent took place on Thursday, 11 th inst. in the rear has had an interview with the stockholders of
8th ult. and Liverpool of the 9th, have been
Revolution in Peru.—The New York
received at New York by the packet ship ! Journal of Commerce contains a letter from | to the Baltimore Convention from Tennessee. of the county jail, under direction ofthe U. S. the Canal, the result of which is, we are in*
inEngland.
|i Lima, dated March 5, which gives an accountI1 An individual appeared in the convention, Marshal. Ofthe two others, De Soto has re- j formed, an engagement of this gentleman to
The advices from Paris by this arrival are of another revolution in the government of I' however, claiming to represent Tennessee, (*•/"&!«
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ceived a reprieve for the period of sixty days,! proceed forthwith to the completion of the
to the 6th of May. It is stated in the London .■ that place. Gen. Salaverry, the commandant .' and gave fifteen votes to Messrs. Van Buren and an expectation prevails that he will be j survey of the route. It is understood that
and
Johnson,
(thereby
defeating
the
Virginia
papers, that the frigate Constitution, with Mr. ofthe garrison at Callao, having secured the
pardoned. Ruiz is reprieved for thirty days, ' the ground will be broken immediately after
candidate for the Vice Presidency.) This is in consequence of his being in a state of men
Livingston on board, sailed from Havre for ¡support
¡
the survey shall have been completed, and
of the troops of the garrison, declared
the United States on the fifth, four days be- .: himself supreme chief of the republic, and truly a patent inode of choosing a President tal derangement. The five who suffered the the work will progress with rapid strides.
fore the England left Liverpool. Mr. Barton, took possession of the city. The acting Pres- for the people. The whole fifteen electoral sentence of the law, were Pedro Gibert, the Much credit is due to those of our citizens
the Secretary, was left by Mr. Livingston in j; dent retired at the head of 200 troops. Sala- I votes of a State given by an unknown, irre- Captain of the Panda, Manuel Boyga, Angel who have persevered with so much zeal ¡q
charge of the affairs ofthe legation ; with in- I' verry proceeded in a very arbitrary manner,I; sponsible, self-appointed person, and soLmn- Garcia, Manuel Castillo and Joan Montenegro. an enterprise which promises such decidedly
structions, however, as is understood, to leave raised large sums by requisitions on the in-j! ly recorded in the convention as the voice of j In consequence of a disposition which they beneficial results to our State and the individ.
France, in case the bill of indemnity should ! habitants, and imprisoned, them until they ji the State I Such is the farce which was en-I had shown to commit suicide, every precau ual proprietors. We understand that in ad
at Baltimore in the name ofthe people.■
pass the Chamber of Peers, in the form in ;1 paid their quotas. Business was entirely sus- ¡acted
tion was taken to prevent it, and a guard was dition to the advantages to be derived by 0i
Surely the managers must have laughed in employed to watch them. Notwithstanding
which it was adopted by the other house.!
pening this communication between the wa
pended.
II each other’s faces when Mr. Rucker handed
Some of the French journals state, that an 5• A letter from Valparaiso of March 20, says ’l
these precautions Boyga succeeded in inflict ters ofthe Casco and Kennebec, it is contem
in
his
fifteen
Tennessee
votes.
attempt was to be made in the Chamber of t|la( t|ie wjJ0]e province of Conceptioni was
ing a deep wound in his throat, about nine o’ plated to erect mills tor the employment of
was
Peers to amend the biH in such a manner, as , fjern0|jshed by the late earthquake. Hardly
Another case.—The Louisville Journal fur clock yesterday morning, by a piece of tin, various kinds of machinery, for which the lo
to abrogate the amendment of Gen. V alaze ; j any buj|t]ingS are |eft standing. At Talcahu- nishes the following further illustration of the and he was much weakened by the loss of cal situation is peculiarly favorable.
that amendment, however, was adopted by ! ana the sea receded some distance, and then manner in which this Convention “ fresh j blood ; in consequence of which he was car
We doubt not the enterprise will succeed
the Chamber of Deputies, vvith the full con-! rose
ried to the scaffold in an armed chair, and to the expectation of the originators of the
rose 35
35 feet
feet above
above ks
its iJsnaI
usual heiffhi
height, and
and wash
wash. from the people” was constituted :
currence of the ministry. It is also stated, ¡ ed every thing away. Not many lives how
“ The Baltimore Patriot, of the 22d ult.,| While there was seated upon it. We copy project, and the owners of the stock as well as
in the London Courier, that Mr. Livingston ¡ ever were lost, but nearly all the inhabitants
the following particulars of the execution ’ our
-------, ---------j ..upon
r.............
„a.
city
and the.....
rich............
country
the wawas urged by the Duke de Broglie to remain, of the province are left destitute of every contains a list ofthe Delegates to the Balti from the Mercantile Journal.—Boston Patriot.! ters of the Kennebec and Androscoggin, will
more Convention. The list purports to be
but without any intimation that the amend-I¡ thing.—Boston Pat.
At a few minutes past 10 o’clock, the pris- be mutually benefited by it.—Port. Adv.'
official. Among the names of the Kentucky
ment would be likely to undergo alterations ]
;
oners
were taken from their cells, and accom
Delegation,
we
notice
that
of
“
S.
Penn.
”
I
in the Chamber of Peers. That body were !
RAIL ROAD.
so much engaged in the trial of the rioters of, Extract of a letter, dated Lima, 21st April, We call upon his paper for an explanation of, panied by two clergymen, were conducted by
Town meetings are being held, and the
~
circular of 5th ult. will have I the meaning of this. How came he a mem- | the officers to the place of execution. The
Lyons, that the indemnity bill had not again |’~ “ Our
people appear to be alive to the importance of
ii j
*
”
been taken up.
Ii informed you of the revolution which was her of the Convention ? When, where and 1 prisoners were each neatly, but plainly dress the proposed Rail Road in the vicinity of the
MaS iviaisuil
Maison liao
bu been recalled
Salaverry
on the 24th of Feb. by whom was he appointed ? Is there a sin ed—their countenances appeared haggard,
Maioncil
• vvuiivu from StJi eft®
, c..ted
*
......... “ consequences.
------- ~
. bmee that period the gle individual in this city or state, that ever and their frames debilitated by long confine whole route of the contemplated road" They
Petersburgh, to take the office of Minister of audits
War. M. Latour Manbourg has also been departments of 1Lima,
™ Ayacueho and Turun heard of his appointment ? Is there any one ment—but they marched towards the scaffold should also wakp up in other sections of the
Such an ------------enterprise,
UBiji UUU
4 110 Captain,
j JIC* | IJ j , State.
—
F
7 if carried into efand CICVCIVIJ
steady step. The
recalled from Rome ; Count St. Aulaire from ¡ have declared in favor of the new Govern that has ever dreamed of his assuming the with e*a firm
T
took the lead in the solemn I
vv’^ be of vast benefit to the whole State.
Vienna, and the Duke of Montebello from ¡ ment. A force under Gen. Arieto is still op functions of a delegate ? Was the Convention, Pedro Gibert,
posed to Salaverry in the Department of I as the facts of this case appear to indicate, procession-—exhibiting the same firmness and ! At a town meeting in Andover, held for the
Stockholm.
L _ .... ^.4. _ •
J I. • „ J.
t ti i
or nnnci Jori i> ir
purpose
of considering the anhiAnt
subject rxf
of «a com
The most important intelligence from Eng Libertad—whilst the departments of Cuseo, I made up of men who were not sent by the indifference which characterized his deport
munication between Portland and Quebec,
land is that of the defeat of Lord John Rus Pm>o and Areyinpa have declared in favor I People, but who drew up their own creden- ment when on trial. On reaching the scaf
Col. Francis Swan and Farnum Abbot were
sell in South Devonshire, by the Conservative of a confederation and against Salaverry. ! tials, and constituted themselves members, in fold, an involuntary shudder seemed to pass
appointed
an exploring Committee, and Si
Thus
whilst
the
former
government
under
over
some
of
the
prisoners
—
and
their
forti

the
hopes
of
gaining
distinction,
and
estab

party ; the opposing candidate, Mr. Edmund
tude seemed to be shaken. It was but mo mon W. Gregg, Winthrop Newton, and Dr,
Montague Newcomb Parker, being elected ¡ the President Orbegoso is at an end, two fac lishing a title to a future reward.”
Sylvanus Poor were appointed a Correspond
by a majority of627. The whole number of! tions having each about equal military force,
And Another.—A person of the name of mentary however. But Gibert surveyed the
votes was about 7800. This result appears [ are still contending, and the result of the war White appeared in the Convention, claiming awful apparatus of death and the crowd al ing Committee,—with instructions to afford
to have been unexpected, and was to be cele-: is very doubtfid. In the mean time our inter to be a delegate from Rowan county, in ternately, with a cool and steady gaze—and all possible facilities to committees or gentle
the scaffold without betraying the men from other towns, in obtaining informa
brated by the Conservatives by a brilliant course with the interior is interrupted ; no North Carolina. It turns out that this mod- ascended
!
emotion. He afterwards kissed the tion upon the subject.—ib.
feate. Immediately after it had been ascer goods are sent out ofthe city and no money est gentleman resides in Raleigh, 120 miles slightest
1
tained, the King proceeded to revoke the or metals come in from the interior. Indeed from his pretended constituents, and at a re face of Boyga, who was nearly insensible :
[From the Republican Journal.}
commissions of Lord Heytesbury, as Govern business is completely suspended, and since cent meeting of the people of the county and listened with composure to the reading
or General of India, of Sir Howard Douglas the revolution took place no sales of any kind whom he volunteered to represent, about one of the warrant, which was interpreted to
RUTA BAGA.
Soon after which, the Catholic Cler
as Governor of the Ionian Islands, and of of dry goods have been made.
The following directions and observations
thousand in number, they solemnly declare them.
N. Y. Mercantile Adv.
Lord Amherst as Commissioner to Canada.
that he took on himself the office without au gyman repeated their last protestations of in of Mr. M’Mahon, on the culture and use of
nocence, and at past 10 o’clock, the awful the Ruta Baga or Sweedish turnip, may not
The latter had made all his preparations for
thority.
sentence of the law was executed upon them. be uninteresting to the Farmers ; and more
departure, and was on the point of embark 1 We have been favored with two decrees
ing in the Pique frigate, when his appoint of the Mexican Congress, the one dated 27th
especially in seasons like the present, which
Hail Storms.—Some ofthe Virginia papers
Accident.—Yesterday afternoon, Mr. John
ment was cancelled. Mr. Charles Grant, cre of February, 1835, and the other the 18th of describe a late hail storm, near Fluvanna,
gives no flattering promise of good crops of
H.
Bird,
of
S.
Boston,
part
owner
of
ship
!
April,
ofthe
same
year.
By
the
former,
the
ated Baron Glenelg, is to be Governor Gener
and assert that the stones varied in size, from Equator, lying at Hancock’s wharf, in going hay. The importance of root crops, as food
exiling
the 1CTLC
late X-4IIJ
Emperor
vaniUg
LUV family VFl
|7V1 VI [ | j 0 (11016118
al of India. The result of the election in law
for cattle, deserves to arrest the attention of
the dimensions of a hen’s egg to that of a
r ...
. the
• ■ ♦ of
• -UJv
Iturbide, is repealed, and the continuance of 1 Sinap bird •"; some of them measuring from from the wharf to the vessel, fell between, every cultivator.
South Devonshire is regarded as the more tiU^
M,
Ttoneinri wLink tlioir nninv íes
onn ii
fr»
ominous, the defeated candidate being the the pensiori which they enjoy is secured to eleven to 12 inches in circumference. The struck his head upon a fender, and instantly
“
This
variety
of
the
turnip
is
the
most
im
Whig leader of the House of Commons, and them. By the latter, the million of dollars Nashville papers assure us, that in a storm sunk. He was got out in a very few minutes portant of all, and deserves to be ranked in
and
suitable
means
used
to
restore
animation,
granted
by
the
provisional
Junta
of
the
21st
sustained by the influence of the Bedford
which lately occurred in that quarter, some
the first class of vegetable productions. Its
family, of which he is a member, as well as of February, 1822, to the same personage, hail stones fell which weighed three quarters but’in vain. His skull was found to be frac quantity of produce, richness, of flavor, and
tured.
The
tide
waS
low,
and
the
height
by that of the Treasury. Lord Morpeth, one “ as a reward for his extraordinary merit in of a pound.
from the wharf to the water upwards of 16 extreme hardness, render it of great impor
of the new ministry, is opposed in the West accomplishing the independence of his coun
feet. Mr. B. was a worthy young man, a- tance, and give it a pre-eminence over every
Riding of Yorkshire, by Mr. Stuart Wortley. try,” will be given to his executors and heirs
The Providence Journal states, that the
other kind. The best time of sowing it is
The result of this election has not been as whenever and in whatever mode the condition steamboat Lexington, made the passage from hout 27 years of age, and ‘a nephew of Capt. from the 20th of June to the 20th of July, ac
Stephen
Glover.
—
Boston
Patriot.
of
the
Treasury
will
allow
;
and
by
it,
also,
certained.
New York to that place on Tuesday in elev
cording to the season. The ground should
Earl Granville has been appointed z\mbas- the twenty square leagues granted at the en hours and thirty-five and a half minutes ;
be well prepared, and manure scattered pretty
The
cars
on
the
Boston
and
Providence
sador to France. It was expected that the same time as the foregoing sum, and designa not including thirty minutes spent at New
Rail Road commenced running on Thursday. thickly over it ; which done, it should be laid
Master of the Rolls would vacate his seat in ted in Texas, will be given to his executors port.
They will start at 8 o’clock, and arrive at off in ridges, about three feet apart, two fur
Parliament, and that Lord John Russell and heirs within the territory of New Mexico,
Providence prior to the departure of the rows turned together with the plough, and
would be elected in his place. Sir R. H. or of lower and upper California, if they can
The Press.—The Alexandria Gazette makes steamboats for New York,,and returning will the seed sown on the tops. By this method,
not
be
assigned
within
the
undisputed
limits
Vivian has received the appointment of Mas
the following excellent observations on the leave Providence on the arrival of the boats you have a double portion of manure for each
ter General of the Ordinance. Lord Den of Texas.— Nat. Gaz.
improvement of the American newspaper from New York. Fare, to and from Boston row of turnips, and a better opportunity of
man, Chief Justice of the King’s Bench, has
attending to their after culture. When they
“ We trust the day is not far distant, and Providence, $2.
Mr. Rives.—The statement made in the press
been appointed Speaker of the House of
are of sufficientgrowth, thin them to the dis
when American newspapers cannot be sup
Lords, while the great seal remains in com following article from the London Times de ported, whilst conducted by mere adventur
The Nuns Gone.—The Montreal HerakJ of tance of twelve inches apart in the rows ;
serves attention. If, as is positively stated,
mission.
ers, regardless of all those high considerations, the 4th inst. says—“The Rev. Mr. Maguire, they will continue growing and increasing
The Earl of Elden was seriously ill at the Mr. Rives did advise the French to avoid a
which should actuate the conduct of editors, Chaplain of the Ursulines at Quebec, arrived in size till late in autumn, when if not used
republican
form
of
government
and
re-estab

last dates, and was not expected to recover.
and intent only upon party purposes, or per here on Friday and proceeded last night to before, they may be taken up and preserved
lish
a
monarchy
—
if
he
has
thus
distinctly
aA duel has been fought between Lord Alsonal aggrandizement. As we are a reading Quebec, accompanied by three of the sisters through the winter, like other turnips, than
vanley and the son of Mr. O’Connell. In vowed a preference for kingly government, people, and newspapers are such useful, con ofthe Ursuline Convent of Charlestown, near which they are more hardy, will keep better,
consequence of inquiries made by the former J)is servile support of executive encroach venient and popular mediums of conveying Boston, and several pupils from the same es and be as fresh in May as at Christmas. The
in the House of Peers relative to the suppo ment is readily accounted for. Mr. Rives is
flesh of the root is yellow, sweet and firm,
intelligence and information, their contents tablishment.”
sed connexion between the present ministry called the favorite of Virginia ; are his prin
being nearly twice as heavy as a common
ought to be made up to correct public taste,
and Mr. O’Connell, some opprobrious epi ciples also the “ favorites” of Virginia?
A great Whig meeting was held a few days turnip of the same size : when dressed for the
and not a vitiated or depraved appetite. To
Philadelphia
Gazette.
thets were applied to him by Mr. O’Connell
effect this, and make a radical and thorough since at Patterson, N. J. Numerous resolu table, it is by most people preferred to the
[From the London Times.]
in the House of Commons. The latter hav
improvement, the conductors ofthe press, ev tions were passed, and among them the fol garden turnip, and as well as the tops, is pe
ing refused’to accept a challenge, which was
FARIS, APRIL 18.
culiarly grateful to most sorts of cattle.”
ery where, ought to be men of intelligence, lowing :
sent him by Lord Alvanley, it was accepted
Among all the fabrications retailed in the probity and patriotism. We hail the signs
Resolved, That the formidable aspect of the
by1 Mr. Morgan
O’Connell,
and
the 1newspapers
on LUC
the oUUjCLl
subject that we have seen of such improvement with office holders at the Baltimore Convention,
o
— ——
..J and shots were
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One Dollar Bills.—Considerable interest
exchanged, but without effect. Mr. Morgan ■j of
claims, and
ui the
me American
niiicncau uiaims,
auu the
uie treaty which
wiucu unaffected pleasure and satisfaction.
Public is not deemed sufficient reason to cause su has been felt upon the subject of the law pro
O’Connell was subsequently challenged by reduced them to the form of a liquid obliga
Education and the Public Press, are the only pineness in the Whigs of the United States, hibiting the receiving of one dollar bills. But
Mr. B. D’Israeli, for remarks made by his tion, it is a matter of surprise, especially to
barriers that we can see, left to oppose the but on the contrary, indicative of agrowing we believe little attention will be paid to the
father at a political meeting in Dublin, but the members of the diplomatic body, with ___
spread of corruption, vice, and slavish doc- corruption and abuse of power, and calls law,—we are told that these bills passas
declined the challenge.
whom the fact is familiar, that neither depu-1 trines and feeling
A free press has been loudly on us for a firm and unflinching resist currently now as they did before the first of
The accounts of the operations of the hos ties nor journalists have laid their hands on
truly called the Palladium of Liberty. Tobe, ance.
June in nearly all parts pf the state,—in this
tile forces in Spain are vague and contradic-. an anecdote, which would have thrown more
and continue free, it must be ably conducted
vicinity we know they do. The fact is the
tory. The mission of Lord Elliott was under light on the chief point at issue, than all that and well supported.
There is at Amherst, in this State, the public had. never experienced any very seri
stood to be at an end, owing to the change has resulted from a fortnight’s incessant de
1 ■
most extensive carriage manufactory in the ous inconvenience from these bills, but had
of ministry in England. We insert in anoth bate. During the first days of the revolution,
The Democratic Candidate !—The New United States. It is owned by Messrs Know
er column a statement of the conditions on when the future King ofthe French was still York Advertiser says, that “Mr Van Buren les and Thayer. They give employment to found them very convenient, and it is quite
which Don Carlos expressed to him a willing at Neuilly, and Lafayette was hesitating at is expected to arrive in that city in a few days. nearly one hundred hands, and turn out work certain that a law cannot be carried into ef
fect in this country unless it have public opin
ness to put an end to the existing contest.
the Hotel de Ville between the proclamation His equipage is stated to exceed that of any to the amount of $100,000 per year.
There
The Young Queen of Portugal had replied of the republic, and the institutions of a mon dignitary, who has travelled through the i is nothing pertaining to a carriage, but the ion in its favor, which is not the case with
to an address of the Chambers, urging her to archy surrmmded by republican institutions, country for a long time. Two splendid match horses, which their establishment does not this law. The people ask if bank notes are
select another husband, that they might ex the Duke of Orleans sent across the barri horses went on from here to meet him a few' supply. All kinds of springs, the wheels, ax such a monstrous evil as to require the passage
of this law, why were new banks chartered
pect from her all such sacrifices, as were de cades, to ask an interview of Mr. Rives, the days since. The Vice President travels in
letrees, &c. are all made there.
The oak, last winter which would put into circulation
manded by the peace and prosperity of the American Minister, who, like most of the di his barouche and four, with outriders.”
walnut and ash they consume, grows almost thousands of dollars of “ rag-money” where
country.—Boston Patriot.
plomatic servants of the United States, is
In ordinary times, a man might travel in at their door. They have made carriages for
Our readers will recollect that, on the an known to have entertained opinions on the any style he pleased and not be noticed.— ex-President Adams, President Jackson, Mr. this law would take one out of circulation ?
niversary of St. Philip, last year, some French subject of government, having a decided But here is the candidate of a party, that is Van Buren, Mr. Woodbury, Mr. McLean, It was certainly poor economy—saving at the
seamen on board the Suffren ship ofthe line leaning towards aristocratical and monarchi always making a clamor about “ aristocracy.” and about forty members of Congress and the spigot and losing at the bung—a political
were accidentally killed, and others disabled cal forms. The object of his Royal Highness And this is the candidate that is held up ’as Department, and they have an order for a manœuvre which those who got it up entirely
on firing a salute from the American frigate was to induce Mr. Rives to go to the Hotel the man of the people.—Such pretensions are coach from Paris. They are now building disregard.—Hallowell Advocate.
the United States. The day previous to the de Ville, and convey to Lafayette the effect intolerable. What a contrast is all this with one for Mr Bell, of Tennessee, Speaker of
departure of Mr. Livingston, from Paris for of his own conviction on the all important the plain republican habits of Daniel Webster. the House of Representatives, which will
An intelligent gentleman who was last week
Havre, that gentleman signed a convention question which was then under deliberation.
cost $1800.
Mr Van Buren’s cost $1400, engaged in exploring near Moosehead Lake,
Springfield Republican.
The
American
Minister
consented,
and
du

with the Duke de Broglie, by which an an
and President Jackson has a barouche from states some facts in regard to that section of
Complimentary to Mr Clay.—We have now the same establishment, which cost the same our State, worth mentioning.
nual pension of $120 was secured to be paid ring his subsequent stay in Paris, as perhaps
He says that
during life to each ofthe sufferers, and a like now at Washington, he delighted to recount before us the India Gazette of Sept. 10,1834, money. They are now making preparations during the late winter, there fell in that quar
sum to the parents of those who were killed. the part he played at this crisis of the revolu printed at Calcutta in Indostan, containing, to double tbeir establishment.
ter 12 feet of snow—that at no time during
tion, putting especial emphasis on the cordi under the head of American eloquence, the
the season was the ground frozen—when the
LONDON, MAY 8.
ality with which he was received by the ven speech of the honorable Henry Clay, of Ky.z
A man by the name of Clough was found snow had become compacted, a stake might
Two arrivals from Lisbon have put us in
old man. who, for the moment held in the United States Senate on the President’s dead in Templeton, Mass, last week, in a pas be driven down through seven feet of snow
possession of letters and papers to the 30th erable
the destinies of France in his hands, because protest. Such u trotiee of him in a paper on
ult. It will be seen by our letter of the 29th in the representative of the American Repub the other side of the globe, must be a high ture. Two bottles of rum were found at his into the fresh and fertile soil beneath. The
grass in that quarter, our informant assures
that a partial change of the ministry had ta lic, Lafayette thought he saw the personifica compliment to Mr. Clay. We knew that the side.
us, is decidedly more forward than herea
ken place, the Duke de Palmella and M. Fer- tion of that pure form of government with speeches of American statesmen attracted
General Jackson is making preparations for bouts, although the snow remained upon the
raz having resigned. The circumstances which which he desired that his country might be much attention in Europe, but we were not
have led to the resignation of these two Min endowed. Suffice it to say, that the mission prepared to believe, until the reception ofthe a visit to the Rip Raps, where he is expected ground there several weeks longer than on
the seaboard. In fine he says there are in
to arrive on the 15th inst.
isters are not stated ; but we should conceive, proved successful, that Lafayette allowed
paper, that any of the millions in Southern
the vicinity ofMoosehead Lake the finest set
from the regular and tranquil aspect that himself to be convinced, and that Mr. Rives Asia, ever read, at tbeir homes, what was
tling lands, as well as timber tracts, to be
things have borne for some time in Portugal, knew how to exact from the King and his said in an American Congress. Who of us
Gen. Harrison is much spoken of in con
found in the whole State.—Belfast Advocate.
that nothing more than the desire to be re Ministers, the price of that intervention,
reads speeches delivered in India, on any nexion with the office of Vice President.
lieved from the fatigues of office could have which had contributed so essentially to
subject, except what our own missionaries We wish the Whigs would every where adopt
induced the Duke de Palmella to withdraw smooth his path to the throne.
More. Fires.—Three fires occured in our
send home of their own doings or sayings ?— him. He is a sound Republican and an hon
from the Cabinet. He will, however, it
Verily, to be known as a statesman through est man. He is no Col. Johnson.—Alex. Gaz. city after 12 o’clock yesterday morning, two*
seems, continue to hold the Presidency of the
of them under circumstances to leave no
We learn from an officer in the ship Ann out one whole continent, is no small honor,
Chamber.
McKim, arrived at this port on Wednesday but to be quoted some ten thousand miles off
“ Go ahead.”—The Salem Register says, doubt that they were the work of design.
PARIS, may 5.
last from Valparaiso, that a few days previ in the way of a speech requiring hours to “ We have heard the wish expressed, that a | We understand that one or two men have
The following are the conditions to which ous to her sailing, an American vessel arrived
read it, is a high honor indeed, which even public meeting may be called in this’town of! be.en ^sted on suspicion of being incendiCharles V. is ready to accede, in order to put there from the Island of Juan Fernandez, those of us who are politically opposed to Mr. tbose citizens in favor of the establishment of anes’ Fhil. Com. Herald.
an end to the civil war :—1. He is ready to bringing information of an earthquake having Clay, must rejoice to see, as it confers distinc a Rail-road between this town and Boston.
abdicate the throne in favor of his son, who destroyed the town on that Island. The town tion on our common country. *
A bill is already in progress through the
should take the name of Charles VI.—2. He was situated in a valley, and on the first alarm
N. Y. Courier and Enquirer.
Travelling.—The New York Morning Her necessary forms in our Legislature to incor
is ready to quit Spain as soon as Queen the inhabitants fled to the mountains. The
ald says, that travellers can start from New porate the Nashua and Lowell Rail Road ;
Christina shall leave the kingdom.—3. He sea at first receded from the Island, and then
A Cute Yankee Notion.—It is proposed in York in the morning, and reach Boston in and also one to incorporate the Concord Rail
permits the immediate betrothing of his eld returned, overflowed the town, and in its re
the New Haven Herald, that as the hickory, the evening ! What a change ! Yes—and Road Company, having in contemplation (as
est son to the Princess Isabella.—4. He rec turn, swept away the houses which had been
from its toughness and hardness, deemed char the same thing might be done between New we understand—we have not been made ac
ognizes the debts contracted and consolida previously prostrated, leaving on the site an
acteristic of Gen. Jackson, was honored by York and Baltimore, if a 3 P. M. boat were quainted with the provisions of the bill) the
ted since the death of Ferdinand VII__ 5. He immense mass of black mud.—-Balt. Chron.
the faithful as his emblem, that of Martin Van to leave Philadelphia as heretofore.
erection of a rail road from Nashua to Con
promises a full and entire amnesty for politi
Buren should be the slippery elm.
cord. With the promised reward of these
Baltimore Pat.
cal offences.—6. He promises the immediate
The planet Mercury can now be seen very
enterprises we cannot but hope to see them
convocation of the ancient Cortes to revise distinctly, between the hours of eight and
A lad sixteen or seventeen years old, jum
By the new militia law of Connecticut, re soon in progress:—Concord (N. H.) Statesman..
and give a legitimate and definitive sanction nine in the evening. It appears like a star of ped out of the fourth story window of a pub
to all acts since the death of Ferdinand VII., the first magnitude, in the direction of W. lic house in Nashua, N. H. on Sunday night viving the old law, all ministers, doctors and
students, between 18 and 35 years of age, are
which he will not recognize because they N. W.
Strawberries and green Peas were in th&
last, while asleep, and escaped unhurt.
obliged to turn out and bear arms.
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Boston market on Friday of Iasi week.
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The Bangor Whig of Friday, 12th inst.
gives the following description of the public;
SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 18357~ lands sold in that city on the preceding Wed
nesday :
“ Half Township No. 6, in the 9th range,
Rail Road Meeting.—A public meeting
|sold in sections, being 18 mile sections. These
of the citizens of Portland was held, by ad- i
sections were explored and estimates made
journment, on Tuesday evening last, to delib of the quantities of Pine and Spruce Timber
erate upon the expediency of the proposed on each, by which a minimum value was fix
Rail Road from that city to Quebec. A ed upon a valuation of pine at $3 and spruce
committee, appointed at a former meeting, at $1 per M.—The whole minimum value
— upon this principle was $43,546—and thpsp
made a report, recommending that measures i 18 sections, containing 11,520 acres, sold for
be forthwith taken to promote the object tin- ; $108,796, being an advance on the minimum
der consideration. The report, which
Of these sections Ira Wadleigh
long and able one, was advocated by several I YaS thn Rur£base,r T°£ 9’ Samuel Smith 4,

Later from England.—London papers
Supposed Suicide.—Mr. Luther Bartlett,
O THE EDITOR OF.THE KENNE
of the 15th ult. have been received in New who has been boarding at Farrington’s Hotel,
BUNK GAZETTE.—Sir—The subYork, brought by the packet ship Orpheus.
¡ane
mt. h
18 B>1’Peared P««>a»y in- scribers having had occasion to spend a few
She arrived at so late an hour as to admit of
examination hi. ye8terday “<”™ng, and on days at the Inn of Mr. N. Morrill, in Wells,
the insertion ofa few paragraphs only.
the medium of your paper,
Mr. Livingston and his family arrived at the floor stained with Ed a"d “widv'ra- '
to recommend it to their friends and the pub
Plymouth on the 10th, in the frigate Consti zor lying upon it. Search has been made ra-1
for lic, in the most unqualified manner, as being
tution, and intended to remain there several the body, but as yet without success.—He was
days. A royal salute was fired from the bat about 26 years of age—had no family.—His one of the best houses of entertainment in the
country.
teries of the citadel in compliment to the Min friends we learn reside in Kennebunk.
JOSIAH QUINCY ofNew Hampshire,
ister of the United States.
It is said Mr. B.’s trunk was found’open,
A. L. WEBSTER
”
»
Parliament resumed business on the 10th, and money lying on it to the amount of about
JOSEPH POWERS ”
’’
but nothing of importance had been done, $3/0, which was bloody ; the bed clothes
CHARLES G. BELLAMY of Boston,
nor was it expected that any measures would were also stained with blood. His boots
MOSES H. MARSHALL of Gloucester.
be brought forward, until the members of the were left in the chamber, the floor of which
DAVID SAVILLE
«
inew ministry should take their seats, which was much marked with bloody foot-prints.
Wells, June 10, 1835.
was expected to be about the 20th. Lord
Portland Argus.
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®SELL, ODIORNE & CO. are sterewas a candidate for the borough of
city government “ to attend to the survey to cut and saw for the market.
Poole.
°
| near the village of Bluehill, in the County of
otyPlng,
will soon publish in a
Algiers.—Intelligence from Algiers is to i Hancock. The composition of this clay has ) vo!ume’,corresP°nding in size and form to
of the route for the rail-road and to accom | “ In addition to the foregoing Townships,
I No 1, in the 8th range, was sold in quarters— the 7th May. Hostilities had commenced be-1 been analyzed, and found to consist of the !1 „ q f telx Mo»ths in a Convent,
pany the engineer on that duty,” were ap N. E. quarter containing 5,760 acres, put up
tween the French and the Arabs. Oulid-on- ) proportions desired for the manufacture of
_T.entJ° S1X. M°n,l]s '•• a Convent,”
pointed by the meeting.
at a minimum of $3 per acre, sold at $5—S. Rabah, at the head of a large body of Arabs, ! fine ware.—Bangor Whig.
i confirming the Narrative of Rebecca Theresa
E. quarter sold at $3 37—N. W. quarter at had attacked the French advanced posts at i
; heed, by Roman Catholic authors, and by the
Eastern Magazine.—We have been fa
Z1O fr 1 »*-» <$. »» ofi* _more
__
.I
- — Wit*.
$4 08 and the S. VV. quarter at $5 17 ; the pur- Bugia. Colonel Lemercier in vain objected ; A public meeting of the Whigs in Chester ?' testimony
than
one .hundred
vored with the first number of a monthly lit chasers were Messrs. Ira Wadleigh, Amos)
vvaa
UCIUUU
meoarnsr.
at
i
'
ie
f
es
’
wbo
ba
[
e
,
been
personally
examined
to that Chief of his having a few days before ' county, Penn.,. was held on the 3d inst. at
erary periodical, with this title, published at [Davis, M. P. Norton, and B. H. Cheever.! signed a treaty of peace with him ; he
hp wnnlrl
i • t.
’ •
iI oi have
‘ftve given their statements in writin
writing0, to
wuuid
t.-.„ I wblcb ‘osolutioijs were adopted, expressing ; the Committee ; with further explanations“by
West
half
of
Township
No.
5
in
the
9th
!
Bangor by Mr. John S. Carter and edited
listen to no arrangement, but continued his
of
of some
i
m : Miss
»....Reed,
•
--------‘-• of the
- facts*in
• • her—“ Narrange, 11,520 acres put up at a minimum of attack. The French lost a good number of j! confidence in the talents and integrity
by Mrs. M. P. Carter. For terms, &c. see $1, sold for $1 15, to Ira Wadleigh.
men, but succeeded in driving back the Arabs, j ~
Daniel‘ Webster and recommending him as ) rative,” which are denied in the Superior’s
prospectus, in another column. The typo
“ Several important private sales of lands Col. Lemercier compelled M. Lowassy, who j
the most suitable candidate for the office of “ Answer ;” a critical examination of the rel
graphical execution of the first number is were made in the course of the day, particu had taken upon himself to concl ude the trea
ative credibility of the “ Narrative” and the
President of the U. States.
i “Answer,” a true history of the causes that
quite neat, and its contents give evidence of lars of which have not been communicated. ty, to embark on board the Chimera for Al
“ Eleven store lots on Fore Street sold for giers, in order to account for his conduct to
led to the Convent Riot ; a vindication of our
talent, industry and taste on the part of the
HYMENEAL.
nearly $13,000, which a few days since were
Republican and Protestant Institutions aeditor.
We wish her success in her un purchased for $10,000. Whether right may the Governor.
MARRIED—In Sedgwick, Mr. Thomas Hop gainst the charges of Anarchy and Intole
dertaking.
not be so certain, but it is quite certain that
From Peru.—A gentleman who crossed kins, aged 26, 4.ft. 2 in. in height, to Miss Ruth rance, and an exposition of the gross decep
Bangor is going ahead.”
tion and subversive tendency in this country,
the continent, and arrived at New York, Bridges, aged 72, 6 ft. high.
Destructive Fire at Charleston, S. C.
of Roman Catholic Cloister Education ; by
writes Messrs. Toptiff of Boston, that on the
• A fire broke out in Charleston, S. C. on
On the 11th, several tracts belonging to the 23d of April the country was in a horrid state
the Committee of Publication. With an Ap
OBITUARY.
pendix of Documents, &c.
the night of the 5th inst. and was not arrested I State of Maine, were offered for sale. Town of revolution, and business very dull.
DIED—In this town, on Wednesday last, Mr.
“ ’Tis Education forms the common mind,
until it had destroyed (as is estimated in the ship No,2, in the ninth Range, 23,040 acres,
A
mos
S
tevens
,
aged
62
years.
the minimum price of which was fixed at $1,
Just as the twig is bent the tree’s inclined,”
Rum and Murder.—On Wednesday after
Charleston papers of the 6th,) 182 houses and was struck off at an advance of 50 cents per
In Corinth, Vt. Mr. Samuel C. Stevens, for
noon last at about 4 o’clock, Theodore Wilson merly of Dover, aged 37.
The publication of the above work has
stores and 192 barns and other out-buildings. acre, to Samuel Sylvester.—Total amount of of Kittery Point, about three miles from this
At the White Springs, in Virginia, Dr. J. G. been delayed, to wait the promised “ Docu
sale,
$33,060.
Loss estimated at from 350 to $400,000—In
town, murdered his wife by beating her with Stevenson, of Boston, aged 36 years.
mentary Evidence” which the Lady Superior,
Township No. 3, in the same range, was a sharp stone. Wilson has for many years
to Miss Reed,, pledged herself
Tn Ossipee, on the 5th inst. Mrs. Eliza A., wife ( in her answer____________
surance $91,000.
put up at a minimum of $1 per acre. No of been the victim of intemperance, and has re of Mr. James Welch, Jr. and daughter of Mr. i t0 produce
immediately. It■ is-U
understood
--------------------The Convention for amending the Consti fer was made for it, and it was withdrawn.
is abandoned.
peatedly abused his wife in a most brutal Paul Downs, of Acton, Me., aged about 38 years ; I that the
--- ndesign
---- ---------Should it not
Reservation in No. 3, same range, of 3,320 manner. He had not been seen to drink any after three years and six months constant suffer- ‘ have
'
been, the Committee are desirous of
tution of the State of North Carolina, assem
ing.with a cancer in the breast.
acres, was sold to Samuel Thatcher, Jr., at
meeting all the evidence that can be produced
bled at Raleigh, on the 4th inst. Nathaniel $3,10 per acre—minimum $1. Total, $10.292. spirit for three days previous to the murder,
In
Wakefield,
28th
ult.
Mr.
Jesse
H.
Garland
although there is no reason to doubt but he
to discredit the “ Narrative.” They are also
Macon was unanimously elected President of
Reservation in No. 5, same Range, 3,528 was under its influence at the time of the son of Mr. John Garland, aged 25.
particularly desirous to obtain copies of the
the Convention. The other officers elected— acres, sold to Samuel H. Sawyer, at $1,41— horrid deed, as it was his custom at times to
“ Novices’ Directory” and the genuine Rules
SHIP NEWS.
keep his liquor secreted.
Secretary, Printers, &c.—are whigs. There minimum, $1. Total, $4,692 48.
of St. Augustine, which were in use at the
All the grass on lands belonging to the
Ursuline Convent.
A short time before he killed his wife, he
KENNEBUNK, JUNE 20, 1835.
is a decided majority of whigs in the Conven State of Maine, except where the timber is
Boston, June 9, 1835.
stripped himself naked and went into the
tion.
permitted, was sold to Willis Pauen, for $500. road. She endeavored to persuade him to
ARRIVED.
Tissoe & Fancy Paper.
June 13—Schs. Mary, Webber, and Osprey,
put on his garments. He became enraged
The elections in Washington, D. C. for/VlARIOUS colors of the above, for sale at
State Lands.—Amon^ the private sales of at her interference and seized a sharp stone Perkins, from Boston.
15— r-Sch. Penobscot, Pope, Nantucket.
-dermen and Common Councilmen, took placei land at Bangor last week, was that ofa town- from a wall and beat her on the side of the
the Bookstore of
D. REMICH.
16— Barque Diantha, Williams, Havana.
June 8.
on the 1st inst. Coltman, the individual who, ship owned by Benj. Brown, Esq., of Vassal- head and cheek, to such a degree as to pro
17— Brig Lima, Lord, do.
labored so hard to implicate Gov. Poindexter, borough, for $10 an acre, of 22,040 acres, a- duce almost instant death. After he had
"BOOKS, STATIOWER.ÏT&'
CLEARED.
in the attempt to assassinate Gen. Jackson,) mounting to $220,400. His son, Albert G. bruised one side as much as he could, he
June 17—Barque Diantha, Williams, Boston.
FAWCY ARTICLES.
| Brown, bought the township a few years ago turned the body over and commenced on the
was a candidate for re-election as Aiderman for less than°$7000.
x_.._..........
SAILED.
i
.i
After
Mr. Brown sold „it other. He was not discovered until the fatal
June 15—Sch. Grape, Ward, for Boston.
—but was beateq by his opponent (Mr. Dyer) at
Bangor
last1, week, for ten dollars per acre, deed was committed.
-------pci avit
REMICH
17—Barque Diantha, Williams, do.
He also made an attack upon a house near
it was sold again to an Albany company for
by upwards of 50 votes.
AS just received a large assortment of
MEMORANDA.
twelve dollars per acre ; making it amount to by, where there were two females who had
Miscellaneous & School Books—
Saco, June 10—Arrived, schs. Isabella, Ste
Rev. Jason Whitman will be installed as $264,480, or a greater sum by more thanahun- fastened themselves in and defended them phenson,
Blank Books, Writing and Letter Paper ;
Boston
;
Phaeton,
Emery
do
;
Norway,
pastor of the new Unitarian Society in Port- i
thousand dollars than was asked by Mas- selves with an axe. He broke in the win-1, Emery, New York ; 12th, schs. Elizabeth, Leav- Quills ; Ink, &c. &c. ah of which will be sold
<sac/iu$eiis, at the time of separation, for
pannel ui
of the
door -with the same i
iv i
j
>j sacnusetts,
for her dows and pauiwi
uie aoor
at very low prices.
land, on Wednesday next, 24th mst. Sermon AaZ/o/^e whole undivided public lands of , st0,)e
killing his wife.. In breaking i; itt, Salem ; Marcia, Smith, Boston ; 13th, schs.
Kennebunk, June 6, 1835.
I Hero, Rogers, Gloucester ; Marine, Smith, Bosby Rev. Mr. Lothrbp of Boston.
Maine ! Al this rate the twenty townships [ tbe windows he cut his hands and wrists i ton ; Ariadne, Simmons, do. ; Adno, Murch, do.;
THE SiEK CULTUR1ST.
.
-------- -------------------------1
> would
....
appropriated
to common schools
bringF! considerably, and rubbed the blood on the 14th, sloop Relief, Sutton, Ipswich ; 15th, schs.
Isaac Strickland of Ljvermore and Jona upwards of five millions of dollars.
side of the house. All this was the work of Mercator, Boston ; Boston Packet, Wheelwright, THE Executive Committee of the Hart■ ford County Silk Society, have com
a few moments. A young man came to the of Wells from Essex.—Sailed, June 12th, sch.
than Swift of Norway were nominated as
Kennebec Journal.
spot, and Wilson exclaimed to him, “ Here Charles, xMorrill, Portsmouth; brig George, menced a monthly publication, called the
candidates for State Senators from Oxford
is my wife, I have murdered her.” He was Waterhouse, West Indies; schs. Messenger, Silk Culturist and Farmers Manual.
AFFRAY AT HARTFORD.
The object of the publication is to dissemi
County, by the Jackson County Convention
Leavitt, Boston ; Ant, Gray, do.«; Betsey, Leav
Correspondence of the N. Y. Journal of Com. immediately secured, and has since been con itt, do. ; 14th, schs. Angerona, Jordan, Boston ; nate a thorough knowledge of the cultivation
held in Paris, on the 10th inst. Alanson
Hartford, June 9, 1835.—Last night, a- veyed to prison at York.
Packet, Hartley, do ; Congress, Perkins, do.; of the Mulberry tree, in all its varieties—The
We have seen a respectable physician who New
Mellen was nominated as a candidate for boutten o’clock, our peaceful city was distur
York, Rowe, Gloucester ; 15th, schs. Isa rearing of the silk Worms—the production
conversed
with
Wifeon
the
next
morning
in
bed
by
a
riotous
assemblage
of
persons
at
the
,
.
..
<r
.
T
o
bella, Stevenson, Boston ; Elizabeth, Leavitt, do. of Cocoons and the Reeling of Silk, in the
County Treasurer.
corner of Front and Talcott streets, which ' h,s celh”He manifested no penitence or
Ar. at Philadelphia, 9lh inst. ship Plato, Wise, most approved method. The importance of
A huge wild animal, thought to he a full proceeded from some altercation between I ®oncejrin at, what he had done.—He frequent- Rotterdam.
this knowledge will appear from the fact that
I
iy
called
by
name
the
retailer
who
has
hithAt Havana, 4th inst. brig Georce, Wise, wait the nett profit of land devoted to the culture
1grown Tiger, has ‘been seen five
___or/six
- -times
____ | lbe whites and blacks.. The origin of it was,
|
erto
supplied
him
with
rum,
and
charges
him
ing
cargo.
by different persons, in the woods of Middle I believe, some difficulties which occurred
of Silk, is double, if not triple, to that derived
Cid. at Boston, 13th, sch. Packet, Blaisdell,
borough, within the last week. A frightful several days since, and have been increasing as being the cause of the murder; “for,” says
from any other crop which can be put upon
description is given of the monster by those without an}’ particular manifestation of brea he, “ I should not have killed my wife if that Port-au-Prince.
At Havana, 4th, barque Com. Morris, Ham it. It is also a fact, that every moderate far
who have seen him. All the young men in king each other’s head until last night, when man had not sold me rum—had not sold me burg,
mer can raise several hundred dollars worth
loading.
and about the village at the “ Four Corners” a negro snapped a pistol twice at some per Rum out of his store.”
Ar. at Matanzag, 24th ult. ship Neva, Nowell, of Silk, without interfering with his ordinary
Wilson
is
about
sixty
years
of
age,
and
has
sons,
which
not
going
off,
he
went
into
the
have provided themselves with heavy ammu
Havana.
agricultural operations. Butin order to avail
house and procured a musket and fired upon a family of five children.
nition and turned out to hunt him down.
At Havana, 27th ult. barque' Bohemia, fori| himself of this faculty to obtain competency
Portsmouth
Journal
of
12th
inst.
the crowd, and lodged nearly all the contents
Cowos, loading.
New Bedford Gazette.
and wealth, which our soil and climate have
Cid. at New Orleans, 29th ult. brig Rival, given him, he must possess himself of infor
[A wild beast of ‘ frightful mien’ took up in the body of a young man and woman, and
The Rev. Mr. Perkins’ meeting house in Stone, London.
wounded another severely in the right arm.
mation on the subject—for without it his at
his residence for several weeks, in this vicini The life of the first, who is apprenticed to the Braintree, was struck by lightning on Satur
At Matanzas, 5th, ship Neva, Nowell, Cron- tempts will be fruitless. It is therefore the
ty, last fall,—or, at least, so said report. He joinering business, is in a very critical situa- day afternoon last. It entered by the chim stadt, 6.
Cid. at New York, 14th, ship New Orleans, object of the Committee to diffuse this infor
was supposed by some to be a Loupcervier,? tion and he will not probably live. The ne- ney, descending into the building by the stove Cole,
mation as extensively as possible, and at the
Rio Janeiro.
funnel.
Considerable
damage
was
done
to
1
gro
was
taken
to
the
watch
house,
followed
by others a Wolverene, but by the majority a )
Ar. at Boston, 17th, barque Diantha, Williams, cheapest rate. The publication will contain a
n
•
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” ! by the mob, who after seeing him securely the interior. It also struck the schr. Levant, hence.
complete manual or directory from sowing
Hyena. Preparations were made for prose-, )odged wilbill ils w„||3i retur’ed to the housy lying at the wharf, and one of the masts was
the seed to reeling the Silk, together with
shivered to atoms.—Boston Transcript.
cuting a war of extermination against the he occupied, and levelled it to the ground.
PAPER HANGINGS & BORDERS, such facts and experiments, as will enable
P. S. I learn that 17 large shot have been
stranger, of which perhaps he was advised, for
farmers to raise Silk and prepare it for mar
Police Court.—Two Irishmen, Richard AN excellent assortment, this day received ket, without further knowledge or assistance.
about that time he decamped and has not extracted from the body of the young man.
by
D.
REMICH.
\
Cummings and John Mitchell, were yester
It will also contain interesting matter on agri
been seen hereabouts since. We are inclined
Kennebunk, June 5,1835.
A private letter from Hartford, dated 11th day examined at the Police Court, on a
cultural subjects in general.
to the opinion, that the above named “ huge (in^, .Sl<llra
uu,„lg ,ne prevlous n|gntj charge of being concerned in a riotous trans
PROPOSALS,
—
—
.. states that, during the previous night,
Terms. The Culturist will be published
wild animal” is nothing more nor less than [ another riot took place, and that the mob de- action in Ann street on Sunday evening last, FOR PUBLISHING IN THE CITY OF BANGOR, A PUB in monthly numbers of Eight Quarto Pages,
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the identical Hyena which caused so much ; tnolished two houses, occupied by negroes,
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speculation and conversation, and withal ^ba police was put in requisition, but the who was quietly passing at the time, was se
be received unless paid in advance, and for
Edited by Mrs. M. P. Carter.
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this quarter, last autumn. We are sorry that
der his work not only amusing and inter Secretary, Hartford, Conn., to whom also,
acted as ringleaders, have not yet been arres
esting, but instructive ; or in a word worthycommunications
I
the good people of Middleborough have de Council was called at 6 o’clock last evening, ted. Mitchell and Cummings were ordered
may be addressed, which if
termined “ to hunt him down.” The animal and it was expected that the military would to recognize for their appearance at the Mu the patronage of an American public. It will post paid, will be attended to.
not
be
his
object
to
overhaul
again,
the
hack

nicipal
Court,
and
in
default
thereof
were
Hartford, April, 1835.
does more good than evil. While here he be called upon, should there be any further committed.—Boston Patriot.
neyed incident and history of the old world,
disturbance.—N. Y. American.
was charged with no sins more aggravated
SIX MONTHS IN A
for subject, but rather to bring to light and
than the abduction of a few fowls—while, it
Mr. Ed ward Muzzy, of Portland, a student develope the resources of our own country ; HOUSE OF CORRECTION.
Liabilities of Post Masters.—The Philadel
"was acknowledged on all hands, he done phia Times has the following :—“ The pro at the University at Cambridge, while bath than which none is richer in themes, whether BB. MUSSEY has now in press, and
ing in Charles River on Saturday last, was in a literary, moral or political point of view.
• will publish in four weeks, a Narragreat good, by materially lessening the evil of prietor of this paper last week, recovered unfortunately drowned.—ib.
The Publisher is aware (hat his work must I tive of Six Months in a House of Correction,
judgment against a Postmaster for a paper not
«veiling walking—to which too many of both taken from his office of which be neglected to
be considered in the light ofan experiment, | by Miss Dorah Mahoney,—with reminiscen
sexes are too much addicted, and by afford inform him. All Postmasters who do so,
The Unitarian Meetinghouse in Brighton local and home-made—as it is intended to be. ces of her adventures in the United States.
But, he trusts to the patriotism and self respect
Nhte—Though the Committee of Publica
ing an abundant topic for conversation, he render themselves liable, and ought to be held was struck by the lightning on Saturday last, of the American people ; and those of New
tion of this little work, may at all times be
accountable.
”
and
sustained
considerable
injury.
—
¿6.
prevented all the evils which will often arise
England
in
particular,
for
success
:
and
he
found ready to seal their holy religion fyvith
Every editor ought to publish this conspic
in the best regulated societies from curiosity uously, as well for the benefit of Postmasters
feels confident that the patronage hitherto
(t/^The Boston Atlas, after copying sever awarded to Periodicals, which, though wor their blood, if necessary, the publisher thinks
too much indulged and from surmises, sug as of themselves.
al paragraphs from lory papers, asserting that thy of merit as literary, were only the reflec it his duty to stand between them and the
gestions and hints in regard to neighbors, &c.
Wm. G. Jones, who was recently arrested in tions of Europe and Europeans ; will not be consuming heat of popular bigotry. He
A man, emulous of the fame of Sam Patch,
therefore announces that the sufferings of
Take the beast all in all, it is a debateable has determined to leap to an elevated place Baltimore for robbing the Post Office, was a refused to one which is professedly Ameri Dorah Mahoney are set forth in the following
whig, says—
can.
question whether he is any serious detriment in the estimation of his fellow citizens. He
pages on his sole responsibility.
To say nothing of the unfairness and in
It is the irttention of the publisher, as soon
May 9.
will to-morrow afternopn jump from the top justice of the paragraphs, even if true, our
•to a neighborhood.]
of a mast into the Schuylkill. The height of readers will not be surprised to learn that as the length of his subscription list will war
STRAY HORSE.
The election of Joseph Ritner, as Govern the leap is said to surpass the last and loftiest they are altogether false. It is well known rant the expense, to enhance the value of his
or of this Commonwealth, is now placed be of the feats of the lamented Patch. This in Baltimore that Jones is a Jacksonman, and work by the addition of Engravings of Amer
AME into the inclosure of the subscriber
yond a doubt. He will receive, we verily be new aspirant, or rather descendant, does not that none other than a Jacksonman would ican scenery, and Music by American com
on Monday Jast, a light bay Horse,
lieve, a majority of some thousands over the appear to he actuated by sordid motives, but have been allowed any extra facilities in the posers.
The Magazine will be published on or
jumps disinterestedly and from the prompt Post Office. He was a zealous and ardent
(light in a two fold sense,) supposed to be the
united vote of Wolf and Muhlenberg.
about the first of every month, at the low remains of the once celebrated Horse Prim
ings ofa noble ambition.—Philadelphia Gaz. supporter of Gen. Jackson.
Harrisburg Pa. Int.
price of $2,00 in advance or $2,50 if payment rose. The owner is requested to prove prop
[Good! Bring along the votes. We have
In corroboration of this the Baltimore Pat is delayed till the third number.
erty, pay charges and take him away.
The
Tory
party
cannot
show
a
single
re

riot
says
—
had several “ glorious victories” in anticipa
Any person who will procure seven sub
JESSE KIMBALL.
publican principle for which they contend.
Without
stopping
to
inquire
what
his
pri

tion, in Pennsylvania, within the last two or Their whole effort is to elevate a few men to
scribers and become reponsible for the same,
Lyman, June 11, 1835.
vate political predilections may have been, shall receive one copy of the Magazine while
three years—founded on the predictions and office, and divide the spoils.
we do say, unhesitatingly, that the Whig par they continue.
assurances of our friends in that quarter.
ty of Baltimore never considered Mr. Jones
Postage must be paid on all communica
The
Salem,
N.
J.
Messenger
of
yesterday
as belonging to their number, or in their
Such victories don’t wear well. We should
HANDSOME assortment of Yellow,
says,—“ We regret to state, that since our ranks; they fellowshipped not with him ;— tions sent by mail—unless the letter contains
names of new Subscribers or Money.
like a little change in this matter of the tri last we have learned that in many parts of
Opaque and Russia Quills ; Steel Pens;
but, on the contrary, always considered him
English Writing Ink;
Communications intended for the Maga
umph of whig principles in the goodly state the country, the grubworms have made their a Jacksonman, acting arid moving as he did
zine, or those on business, to be directed to American Black and Red do ;
of Pennsylvania—less of anticipation and appearance in countless numbers, carrying with the Jackson party. He was a member the Publisher.
Ink-powders ; Crayons;
JOHN S. CARTER,
the
most
complete
destruction
through
whole
of
a
recent
Jackson
Convention
in
Baltimore
more of reality.)
No. 44, Main street, Bangor.
Writing and Letter paper—a great variety—
fields of corn and sweet potatoes. One per- to _____
__ candidates
_____ _
nominate
for the Maryland
by the quire or ream ;
son
informed
us
that
upon
a
field
of
about
4
House
of
Delegates
.'
—
And
Roger
B.
Taney,
Several buildings were destroyed by fire in
CHIMNEY BOARD PAPERS,
Writing and Letter paper—ruled to every
acres, on which many thousand sweet, pota- upon being made Secretary of the Treasury, A VARIETY of patterns. For sale by
pattern usually enquired for.
Albany, N. Y. on Saturday morning last.
toe sets were planted, not a single .thousand selected his paper through which to make
D. REMICH.
For sale by
D. REM ICR
Loss estimated at $11,000—partly insured.
had escaped their ravages.”
public his official .communications !
June 20.
June 20.
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A CERTAIN CURE FOR THE
STATE OF MAINE.
BOOKS»
quors, and an address to this large and im
An additional Resolve relating to the Blind.
ITCH,
RUND
’
S
Elements
of
Chemistry
;
portant
class
of
men
accompanies
the
Re

POETRY.
BESOLVED, That a sum not exceeding
Blake’s Astronomy ;
XJOWEVER inveterate, in one hour’s
port.—The facts developed in relation to
Four Thousand Dollars be and the Grund
(
’s Natural Philosophy—a new edition j JOI application, and no danger from
From the Literary Magazine.
this subject, are these
In York county, same is hereby appropriated out of the Treas- <
Smith’s Arithmetic—a new edition ;
THE UNCONSCIOUS ORPHAN.
taking cold, by using
militia officers treat their men in nine towns, ury of this Stale, to be expended by the Gov- Smith
'
’s Productive Grammar ;
Mother, I have found a tear
DUMFRIES’ OINTMENT.
in six they do not. In Cumberland, they ernor, with the advice and consent of the Academical Speaker ; Young Orator;
In your eye ! How came it here ?
This preparation, for pleasantness, safety
treat in twelve, \nfive they do not. In Lin Council, at their discretion, in defraying, in Worcester’s School Dictionary ;
More are coming—now they chase
expedition, ease and certainty, stands unri
coln, they do in seven, in three not.
In whole or in part, the expense of placing and Putnam’s Series of Reading Books ;
One another down your face.
vailed for the cure of this troublesome com.
How 1 feel your bosom heave ;
”
”
Waldo, they do injiue, in eleven not. In educating at the New England Asylum for Pierpont’s ”
What does make you sob and grieve ?
plaint. It is so rapid as well as certain i8
Hancock, they do in six, or sometimes in the education of the Blind, in Boston, those Child at Home; Young Christian ;
Let me wipe your tears away,
indigent blind persons in this Slate, whose Corner Stone ; Mother at Home.
its operation, as to cure this disagreeable
eight,
xofive
not.
In
Washington,
they
do
Or I cannot go to play.
names have been returned to the Office of
A further supply of the above popular disorder most effectually, in one hour’s ay,
in\fifteen, and in nine not. In Oxlord they the Secretary of State, agreeably to a Resolve works this day received and for sale by
Why is father sleeping so !
plication only !
do in all except one.
In Somerset, they passed March 11th, 1834, or such part of
J
D. REMICH.
Put me down and let me go—
It does not contain the least particle of
treat
in
fifteen,
\nfour
not,
and
in
Penob

them,
as
the
Governor
and
Council
may
deem
Kennebunk.
March
16,
1835.
Let me go, where I can stand
mercury, or other dangerous ingredient, and
scot, they treat in eleven ; with wine only in proper to select as the most fit subjects for
Near enough to reach his hand.
two’, and not at all in nine.
On the whole, said institution. Provided, however, That pri
may be applied with safety by pregnant ft.
Why! it feels as stiff and cold
As a piece of ice, to hold ;
HE subscribers, having contracted with males, or to children at the breast.
ii appears that this absurd and barbarous or to the placing of any such blind persons at
Lift me up to kiss his cheek ;
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup
Price 37 1-2 cents a box, with ample di.
custom is kept up in more than halt the said institution, the Governor shall cause
Then perhaps he’ll wake and speak.
them to be examined by some skilful Surgeon
port the Poor of said town the present year,
towns, and probably the same is true, though
rections.
or Surgeons, and if in the opinion ofsaid Sur
Mother, oh ! it is’nt he,
we fear in a greater degree, of our own and geon or Surgeons, such persons can be re hereby give notice that they have made the
necessary provisions for their support. They
For he will not look at me !
DUMFRIES' REMEDY FOR THE
most other slates. And this custom, odious stored to sight by Medical treatment or Sur therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust
Father, had’nt cheeks so white,
gical
operation,
and
if
they,
or
their
parents
as
it
is
in
its
immediate
and
remote
conse

See ! the lips are fastened tight !
ing any of the paupers of said town, as they
Father always spake, and smiled,
quences, is kept alive in a great measure by or guardians, shall be desirous that such treat are determined to pay no bill for their sup
HE proprietor begs leave to recont
Calling me his “ darling child
the same mistaken notion of honor which ment or operation should be so applied, and port.
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
mend ('which he does with the fu||,
He would give and ask a kiss
FRANCIS BOSTON.
was plead as the apology for duelling, while satisfactory evidence thereof be made known
est confidence) one of the most valuable
When I came—but who is this ?
to the Governor and Council, they may apply
Kennebunk-port, April 21,1835.
that continued to be tolerated among civil
remedies known for Ms troublesome
a part of said sum as herein provided,.to de
If’tis father, has he done,
ized men and Christians.
We feel confi fray the necessary charges for such Medical
painful complaint. Without going into
Speaking to his little one ?
dent that this anomaly will not long exist a- treatment or Surgical operations ; and such
tail, h'e deems it enough to say, he hasii,
Will he never, never more
mong the enlightened men, who constitute other incidental expenses arising therefrom VEGETABLE HAIROIL. his possession the most undoubted testimo.
Know and love me as before ?
IN all ages of the world a beautiful head of nials that it has more completely answertil
the strength and pride of New-England. It as they may think proper.
Could he hear what we have said ?
hair has been considered the greatest or the purposes for which it is intended, thair
Tell me what is being dead !
In the House of Representatives, March 24,
was only necessary to present the evil in all
O ! he does’nt breathe a breath !
nament ever bestowed by nature upon the
1835, Read and passed.
its
extent,
and
in
all
its
glaring
and
flagrant
Mother, what’s the cause of death ?
human frame, and indispensably necessary to any other popular medicine.
JONA. C1LLEY, Speaker.
This remedy is perfectly easy in its api
absurdity, as is done in this Report, to en
In Senate, March 24, 1835, Read and Pass the perfection of personal beauty. It is a very
sure its removal. In our own state also, ed.
plication,
to all conditions, ages and sexe?,
general
complaint
of
young
persons,
that
their
JOSIAH PIERCE, President.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
something has been done, and we hope the
hair is falling off or becoming dry and un Full directions, description of the complain^
March 24,1835.—Approved.
healthy ; this may be owing to the applica &c. accompany each packet, which consisi,
young men and the young men’s societies will
[From the American Temp. Intelligencer.]
ROBERT P. DUNLAP.
tion of improper and injurious oils, or to the of two boxes, Ointment and Electuary,
promptly
bring
about
the
needful
change.
For
the
purpose
of
making
the
examina

TEMPERANCE FACTS,
[Concluded next week.\
tions contemplated by the preceding Resolve, entire neglect of the hair. Without proper Price, $1 for the whole or 50 cents il bj
FROM THE
‘ skilful Surgeons’ will be in attendance, at attention, diseases of the hair will arise, which one of the articles is wanted.
SECOND
ANNUAL REPORT OF
this plqce, on Tuesday, the 23d day of June are often found to occasion thinness, fall
A
man
that
used
to
get
drunk,
when
he
None are genuine unless signed ob
THE MAINE TEMPERANCE
ing off, and frequently total baldness. For
came home wallowed about the floor, and next—and all persons who are desirous of these evils and the necessary inconveniences the outside printed wrapper by the solemn.
SOCIETY.
availing
themselves
of
the
bounty
of
the
State,
Though it is not yet- three years, since said he paid rent for the house, and would as therein provided, are requested to meet at attending them, Ward’s Vegetable Hair Oil prietor,T. Kidder, immediate stieceM
the first organization of this society, more lie where he pleased. At last he fell into Stevens’ Hotel on that day, at 10 o’clock in will be found in all cases a sure remedy. Be to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
fore offering this Oil to the public it had been at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court
has probably been accomplished than in any the fire, and the maid ran to her mistress the forenoon. By order of the Executive.
tried in hundreds of cases of baldness, thin
ROSCOE G. GREENE, Sec. of State.
other state in the same length of time. The and told her she could not get him out.
ness and falling off of the hair and ip every street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also
Augusta, May 15th, 1835.
Second Report, like the first, which appear “ Let him alone,” said she, (( he pays rent,
instance its salutary effectshave been realized by his special appointment, bv
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
ed a year ago, is a vast collection of facts. for the house, and may lie where he pleas
to admiration. It has never failed to produce
NOTICE.
It extends to 136 large and close printed es.”
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
OTICE is hereby given, that the subscri a new and beautiful growth on heads already
octavo pages, containing notices more or
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
ber has been (July appointed adminis bald, and to check that falling off which so
PROBATE NOTICE
often occurs. In cases where it becomes dry
less full of all the towns in the state, except
tratrix of the estate of
ILR. JUDKINS’
and ceases to grow, this Oil will very soon
ADAM STONE,
twenty-six.
From these, the exemplary Jit a Court of Probate held at Saco, within and
render it healthy and produce a rapid and
late
of
Kennebuhk-port,
in
the
County
of
diligence and perseverance of the Secretary,
for the County of York, on thè first Monday
OETTMEm
in June, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun York, Merchant, deceased, and has taken up beautiful growth, without the least injury to
has failed to obtain any information. From
the
most
delicate
head
;
nor
does
any
falling
on
herself
that
trust
by
giving
bonds
as
the
dred and thirty five, by the Hon. WM. A.
a few towns his circulars were returned
HIS valuable medicine is celebratf!
law directs. All persons having demands a- off follow after using it. That loss of hair
HA YES, Judge of said Court :
without answers, and sometimes enclosed as
for curing the following diseases;
AT HAN D. APPLETON & William gainst said estate are requested to exhibit the which so often takes place after sickness may
letters, thereby intentionally subjecting him IN Cutts, administrators of the estate of same, and all persons indebted to said estate be easily prevented by using this celebrated White Swellings of every description; S«>
Oil.
In short no Oil has ever been offered Legs and Ulcers of long standing ; Glandf
to double postage. But an unenviable no Richard Cutts, late of Berwick, in said coun are called upon to make payment.
to the public that gives such universal satis lar tumors ; Felons or Catarrhs ; Rheumsi
toriety is given to these towns and individu ty, esquire, deceased, having presented their
MIRANDA STONE.
faction and stands the test of experience like
April 1,1835.
als, the names and circumstances being second account of administration of the estate
ic pains of the Joints ; Sprains, Bruise
Ward’s Vegetable Hail Oil.
of said deceased, for allowance :
carefully reported.
and Tetters ; Chilblains or parts affecidk
M
ONE
Y^WANTED^
"
For
sale
by
JOHN
LILLIE.
ORDERED—That the said administrators
The circulars containing, one twenty
frost, h is also good for Scalds and Btni
Kennebunk,
April
25,
1835.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus ALL persons indebted to the subscriber, ei
seven the other forty four, queries so dravyn
For glandular swellings, it is superiorIi
ther by note or on account, are requested
ing a copy of this order to be published three
up that a complete list of answers would weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga to make immediate payment. Alt demands
any medicine yet known. It is much safe
embrace a minute and careful survey of the zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, which remain unpaid on the first day of July
than mercurial applications, (^as it doesai
whole subject of the temperance reform in that they may appear at a Probate Court t,o be next will be left with an Attorney for collec
[Price reduced to 25 cer^ts.]
contain the smallest atom of that mineraij
the state, in all its bearings and relations, held at Limerick, in said county, on the first! tion.—Wood will be taken in payment of
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli because it does not lay the patient liablei
cation. See directions.
were sent to every town, and no small Monday in July next, at ten of the clock in debts until the 15th of June.
injury from exposure to cold.
SAMUEL CURTIS, Jun.
HE character of this celebrated Oint
share of patient industry must have been put the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
It cures the worst Felons or Whitlows«;
Wells, May 16,1835.
have,
why
the
said
account
should
not
be
al

ment
stands
unrivalled
for
being
a
safe,
in requisition to collect the information and
the application of forty-eight hours. Rlw
lowed.
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
return the answers which we find embodied
Hall and Office to Let.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of mutisms which have stood so long as tobei
in this publication. It is in this minute and
O LET, the Masonic Hall, (over the store pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar come a systematic disorder, require medif
A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of Mr. John G. Mayo.) It will be let ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
patient inspection of the whole field of la
cine to be taken inwardly to remove ihftj
June 6.
for Religious or Public Meetings, ami for anyThe well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, entirely. But in most cases, by applyiaj
bor, that the Maine Society appears to have
other purposes for which Halls are usually which are so eminently useful for removing
exerted a vast and most salutary influence
this ointment externally as directed, il «if
leU— AJeo, the room adjoining the officeof’ all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
NOTICE.
in all parts ofthe state. The Report, itself
Joseph Dane, Esq., suitable for a Lawyer’s, Jl fresh siipply is just received, and for sale by give relief.
HE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
with its astonishing profusion ofdetails, af
CERTIFICATES.
the town of York, to support Francis Office. Rents moderate. For further par
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
fords ample proof that not in one or in a
ticulars apply to
WASHINGTON,
MARCH 22, 1820.'
Haynes, for the year ensuing, hereby gives
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
few towns alone, but throughout the whole notice, that he has made suitable provision
GEORGE WISE.
Sir—My son being afflicted for iw
Wholesale by
VV. C. MITCHELL. Portland,
state, the letter and the circular of the sec for him, and forbids all persons harboring or
Kennebunk, May 16, 1835.
2m.
and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings, than five years with While Swelling, ail
Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P.
retary have been the means of awakening trusting him on my account, as I shall pay
Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to having applied every remedy recommend«
COW WANTED.
many individuals to a sense of their duty. no bill for his support.
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass. by the most eminent physicians within a
GOOD New Milch Cow is wanted by
JOSIAH THOMPSON.
Doubtless not a few could truly say, with
reach, without success, I at length procui^
the subscribers, for which a generous
York, May 23, 1835.
the secretary of the society in Athens :
one jug of Dr. Judkins’ Patent SpecificOll
price will be paid, if first rate ; none other
rpHIS beautiful and thor- ment, and state, for the benefit of then®
“ When I had collected some of the infor
need be offered.
■ WOTICE.
onS^ bred y°uni? Blood
mation you desired, and sat down for the
MILLER & HALL.
ERSONS having unsettled accounts
H°rse, is of an elegant .dark ed, that before one jug was used a pert
purpose of answering the questions propo
May
15,
1835.
with the subscriber, are requested to
Chesnut color, with a star, cure was effected. My son has enjojt
sed, I had not proceeded far in my task,
call and adjust them between this and the
black main, tail and legs, both hind feet par good health ever since. I have no W
before I was forcibly struck with the dis 10th of June next.
JOHN FROST.
white below the pastern joints. He to tin? Ointment alone he is indebted,!
May 29, 1835.
HAS just received and offers for sale (at tially
graceful picture which I had begun to draw
was 6 years old m June last ; 15 hands high ; nothing else was used for more than«?
the
store
formerly
occupied
by
Col.
of this town, and I threw it aside with dis
with a great share of bone and muscle. His months before the application of theOi
ORN for sale by
A. F. Symonds,) a good assortment of
gust, not unmingled with shame, at the in
Grandsire was the unrivalled horse American ment.
Respectfully,
WILLIAM LORD.
difference of the people to so good a cause.”
DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, Eclipse, that was sold the last season, at the
May 30.
JOHN COCKE
of 20 years, for $10,000, and now stands
Such is the direct and certain effect of an
CROCKERY. MMS# age
Messrs. O. & S. Crosby.
GenL
in
Dinwiddie
County,
Virginia,
for
the
use
of
adequate method of reporting. The light is
HABD WJOU3;
mares, at $100 the season. His Dam by the am much indebted to you for your kindiB
thus poured in floods upon all the dark cor
OTICE is hereby given, that the Copart Old Sable, Swedes, English & Sheet IRON ; celebrated Morgan Horse. She would trot in sending me some of Dr. Judkins’ Spd
ners of the land. Both good and bad men
nership heretofore existing between Nail and Spike Rods ;
a mile in two minutes and forty five seconds, Ointment—it has proved most valtiaM
are put to the blush—the one for their ini
Plate ; Hoop Iron ;
myself and Jonathan Hill, under the name Plough
of
and fifteen miles an hour, with ease ; apd is my Son who has been for many years'A
quities, the other for their inaction ; the un JOHNSON & HILL, is dissolved from this Swedes, Tub and Cast STEEL ;
now valued high for a brood mare.
ed with the Chilblains, and was obliged
Nails,
&c.
&c.
&c.
&c.
profitable works of darkness are every date by its own limitation, it being agreed
LORD CABOT
Also,—A good assortment of
Will be at Mr. Gordon’s Stable in Saco, the wear India Rubber Shoes, winters, i)K
where reproved, and the slumbering ener when we formed the copartnership, that it
Paints, Oils
Oye Stutis.
present Season, ready to wait upon visitors, made use of this Ointment, which hasp
gies of the friends of virtue aroused.
zl- should be dissolved when either of the parties
at the usual lovy price of Seven Dollars, ved an entire remedy. And it has pro«
Wells, (Corner,) April 25, 1835.
mong many admirable features of this Re thereto desired it, and I shall not hold myself
responsible for any debts contracted by said
to insure a foal. All Mares disposed.of with the best remedy for Sores and wounds
port, one is the fearless and uncompromis Hill in the name of said firm after this date.
OQ DOZ. Writing Books and Manuscripts— in a year, will be charged as with foal.
every description that Lever made useoi
ing faithfulness in which it tells the truth,
ISRAEL G. JOHNSON.
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
ruled and unruled, manufactured of
Yours very Respectfully,
and the whole truth, relative to the opposi
North Berwick, May 21,1835.
Saco, March, 1835.
superior paper ;
PARLEY GODDARD.
tion on the part of men from whom society
20 doz. Memorandums—various sizes
We the undersigned having known Lord
Worcester, Mass., April 8, 1834.
has a right to claim and to expect better
and qualities.
Cabot, from a colt, do without hesitation pro
TO THE PUBLIC.
August 2, 1834.
things, than to be now actively engaged as
D. REMICH.
For sale by
nounce him a first rate, thorough bred horse,
USTICE to myself and the public de
Sold wholesale and retail by JOS;
the advocates and promoters of intemper
mands that 1 should contradict the
and well deserving the patronage of the pub
OUND
at
sea,
on
Tuesday
last,
about
LILLIE,
Kennebunk*, Nathan Kerf
Rufus Banks,
statements contained in the above advertise
lic.
ance,—As an example in point, we cite the
four leagues from Kennebunk-point, a
Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. IVb.ll
Stephen Littlefield,
case of the only remaining retailer in the ment. The copartnership heretofore existing
WHERRY, with four Oars and a plaice-spear
South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, &C
Jere. Millikin.
town of Bucksport, the residence of the sec at North Berwick, between Israel G. Johnson on board, which the owner can have by prov
and
Jonathan
Hill,
under
the
firm
of
Johnson
April 4.
4m.
No. 78 and 79, Commercial Street Sj
retary. This man had recently refused to
ing
property
and
paving
charges,
on
applica

Hill, is not dissolved,—Johnson cannot, ac
Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 and92,
sell to a certain class of his former custom
tion
to
AMOS
BRAGDON.
cording to the articles of agreement at the
ington St. ; Maynard & Noyes, 2Vo. >
Kennebunk, May 14,1835.
ers, and there appeared reason to hope that formation of the copartnership, withdraw his
a,
FglHIS beautiful Horse
Cornhill, Boston.
he might soon be induced to abandon his name from the firm—and his caution, in ref
w’^ stanc’ at Hie DiveGAEF
SKIJW
WANTED.
odious pursuit.
u Should he, however,” erence to the debts of the concern, is value
ry
stable
of
Mr.
Peter
GoodHE subscriber wishes to purchase Calf
says the Report, “ contrary to the expecta less and unworthy the attention of the pub
w’n> in Kennebunk, during
Skins, for which a fair price will be
lic.
A TRUE SON OF OLD SHERMAN M(W
tions of his neighbors and friends, continue
given.
RALPH CURTIS.the present season.
JONATHAN HILL.
This Horse was sired by the old Morgan,
to take the sole responsibility of dealing out
be at the follow«
Kennebunk, May 23,1835.
North Berwick, May 22,1835.
and is well proportioned, both for beauty,
to his fellow citizens, the bane of human
’
places, viz : 0b«
speed and strength ; is ofa dark bay color,
' BARK wanted
1st*
an^
Mondays*
happiness—the friends of humanity, and of
HE subscriber wishes to purchase 50 and in appearance combines every quality
June, at York Court Ho«
this man—who but for this traffic, would be
calculated
to
insure
handsome
colts
and
a
HE subscriber has taken a stand near
Cords good Hemlock Bark, for which
and will' pass through Wells the follow1
held in good esteem in the community—
good breed of horses. We consider com Tuesdays to Kennebunk, and stand at Stonf
the Mousam Factory, where he intends
a fair price will be given.
hope that he will have the candor and the
ment
as
to
his
beauty
or
good
qualities
unne

carrying on the
RALPH CURTIS.
Stable until Wednesday morning. He'1
cessary, but invite gentlemen to call and ex be at Shaw’s, in Sanford, every Wednesili
boldness to call things and occupations by SADDLE & HARNESS BUSINESS,
Kennebunk, May 23,1835.
amine for themselves, when we are confident, during the season, in the afternoon; at .Hott
their right names, and will place conspicu in its various branches. He respectfully soli
they will find his appearance a sufficient rec Doughty’s Falls, Thursdays ; at South ft
ously, in large capitals over his door, the fol cits a share of public patronage.
SHINGLES.
He continues also his old branch of business.
ood pine & spruce shingles ommendation.
lowing notice :
wick, at Hayes’, on Fridays, and at Dover«
Terms.—Six dollars to warrant a foal; Saturdays. The well known rcputatioir
A. M/BRYANT.
for sale by
< MATERIALS TO MAKE DRUNK
Four
dollars
the
season.
this inestimable race, of horses, renders fr
Kennebunk, May 9,1835.
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
ARDS SOLD HERE by A** L*****,
All Mares disposed of before the usual tl^er praise unnecessary. Persons wishing:
Kennebunk, May 15.
Who is the only man in town willing to
time of foaling, will be considered as with improve this opportunity of raising g*
put his character at hazard, by furnishing FipHE subscriber having contracted with
foal.
TAKE NOTICE.
horses can be furnished with proofs that *
Kennebunk, May 5,1835.
the DRINK OF THE DRUNKARD, to those who
the town of Kennebunk, to support the
HE subscriber, having contracted with
horse is of the real, intrinsic blood of Morg®
choose to exercise their freedom and in poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
or nothing exacted. Conditions liberal^
the overseers of the poor of the town
CHAISE FOR SALE.
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong Second hand Chaise vyill be sold at alow every attention paid to those who favor W
dependence in
partaking of itP— notice that he has made suitable provision
for them at the Alms-House, and hereby ing to said town, for the term of one year from
JOHN BELLOWS
Page 54.
priceK or exchange^ for a good Wagon, with a call by
on application to
MILLER & HALL. May 16,1835.
One subject of great importance, to which forbids all persons harboring or trusting any date hereof, and having made provision for
May 14,1835.
the attention of the Corresponding Secreta of the Paupers of said town on my account, that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
MILL SAWS.
or on account of the town, as I shall pay no boring or supporting any of said paupers on
ry has been directed, is the long established bill for their support.
OWLAND’S Philadelphia MillS®^
QHEET LEAD, for sale by
his account.
custom of Militia Officers treating the men
Ö
MILLER & HALL.
sale by
MILLER
JAMES WARREN.
JAMES HOBBS.
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